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This study is focused on the cost justification of the different levels of
packaging line automation: manual, semi-automatic, and fully automatic of canned
chunk pineapple in syrup which is packed in #10 cans. The packaging line criteria and
the line designs are established. The suitablemachines and the labor input for each step
of the packaging line are indicated. In addition, the totalmachine cost and the total labor
input for each level ofpackaging line automation are shown and compared. As a result,
in Thailand, the manual packaging line shows the lowest production cost However, in
the US, the fully automatic line results in the lowest production cost The result of the
study will aid amanufacturer inmaking a decision on the appropriate level ofpackaging
line automation, the location of the plant, and themachine selection.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing labor cost in today's marketplace, especially in the
developed countries, an automatic packaging line seems to be one of the good choices
formany manufacturers who want to reduce their labor input. It is possible that
advances in packaging machinery, computers, robotics and automation will aid the
packaging line to run without people in the future. Some people have suggested that the
rising cost of labor will tip the economic balance in favor ofmore machines and less
people.
One good example is the Bower Co. that went from a labor intensive, hands-on
operation to a completely hands-off system by adding a bottom-load case packer. "The
Autocaser, supplied by BerneyMachine Co., was custom engineered to handle
Bower's unusual outlet boxes. A changeover to a different size on the Autocaser is
accomplished automatically as adjustments are stored in PLC memory. Only one
operator is needed to oversee the line and to maintain a supply of
materials."
On the other hand, in many of the developing countries in South East Asia such
as Thailand, Vietnam, or even countries in Africa where the labor cost is still low, labor
input plays an important role. High speed or fully automated packaging machines may
not be worth the investment In these countries, not only are the production lines more
manual when compared to those in developed countries, but the industrial zones are
also filled with small andmedium plants. Semi or fully automatic production lines can
be seen only for some particular products where accuracy is most important such as
with pharmaceutical and electronic products.
It is interesting to see which will be the appropriate level of automation for a
plant when the management group has to compare the cost ofmachines to the cost of
1
Spaulding, M. "Case Packer Ends Tedious
Handling,"
Packaging Feb. 1993: 39.
labor. Due to the varying labor costs in different countries, themost suitable level of
automation of one particular product in one countrymay not be appropriate for another.
To figure out the best solution for the automation level as well as for the best
location of a plant it is important to analyze in detail the total production costs ofeach
level of automation at different plant locations. The total production costs consists of,
for example,machines and systems costs, labor costs and operations costs.
Basically, ifwe create the same production lines that are installedwith the same
machines and systems, differences in labor inputwill be themajor factor of the
different production costs. Therefore, the countries that have lower labor costs will also
show lower total production costs. For this reason, manymanufacturers in the
developed countries have a tendency to expand their
industries'
growth bymoving their
new investment to third world countries such as China, Thailand, and Vietnam. They
not only profit from lower production costs, but they also gain a newmarket
Investors have been attracted by Thailand's low-cost labor supply,
natural resources, free enterprise orientation, and bright economic
prospects.While applications for approval of investment projects were
down significantly in 1991, an all-time high of 433 projectswith a
combined investment value close to $3 billion began operations. The
value ofUS investment in Thailand is at least $4 billion, probably
accounting for 30 percent of the value of all foreign investment US
investors are highly positive about their operations and are generally
reinvesting heavily.
In summary, labor cost is one of themain variables resulting in the higher or
lower total production cost in not only different levels ofpackaging line automation but
2
Kelly, J.A., Bouck, G., Altfeld, S. & Pho, H.-P. B. "Thailand; New Zealand; Australia; Cambodia;
Laos,"
Business America 113 (1992): 34.
also in different countries. In addition, it is believed thatmanual or semi-automatic
packaging lines remain the best solution for countries where the labor cost is still low,
and fully automatic packaging lines are appropriate for countries where the labor cost is
considered high.
CHAPTER 1
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Packaging Line Automation: Past. Present, and Future
To see clear pictures ofwhat packaging lines were like in the past how they
appear today, and what they will be in the future, we have to compare the two
components of the packaging lines that are of importance. The first component is the
packagingmachine and the second component is the labor input
Ifwe trace back 15 or 20 years ago, at that time the industry was
focused on packagingmachines, not on packaging lines. The majority
of packaging equipment suppliers developed single-purposemachines;
onemanufacturermade unscramblers, one made fillers, and othersmade
cappers. Eachmanufacturer was free to concentrate on what was being
requested ofhis equipmentwithout regard for the othermachine that
might be used in the same line. The user picked the equipment thatmet
his needs best and assembled thosemachines into a line using
conveyors to transport parts from one operation to the next Thus, little
consideration was given as to how well one machine worked with the
next"3
The packaging machines in the pastwere not technologically advanced.
Changeover and set up were time consuming. Themachines also could not be run at
very high speeds. Each machine was individually controlled, which was usually by a
mechanical or electronic system. Therefore, themaintenance mechanic had to have
experience in order to solvemachine problems.
3
Hills, J. 'Total Packaging Integration. Past, Present and
Future,"
Using Computer Technology tn
Achieve Packaging Line Integration and Automation (The Institute of Packaging Professionals 1993):
18.
Individual machine controls were normally relay-based withmechanical
(or electro-mechanical) counter and timers. Thus, changes in setup
required a number of individual adjustments that did not offer a high
degree of repeatability. Also, anymajor change in operation, or the
addition of features, required hard-wired changes to the controls.
Today's packaging machines run faster than those in the past. Changeover and
set up can be accomplished within a minute. The operator simply pushes a button to
make a change or to set up a new job. Computer systems such as programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) and personal computers (PCs) have been applied to control the
machines and to provide the operators simple operations. Besides controlling, the
computer systems sometimes can also give the operators advice on how to solve
problems, which also helps themaintenance mechanics to locate and solve machine
problems.
The role ofmaintenance mechanic has changed a great deal. Today's
machinery can be called "complex simplicity". The role of themachine
designer has becomemore complex, requiring a full working
knowledge of PLCs, PCs, sensors, vision systems, and so on, in
addition to mechanical know-how. The role of the user, both operator
andmechanic, is consequentiymade much simpler if themachine
designer does his job properly. Through the data and
"intelligence"
that
today's machines can collect and display, themachine can tell the
operator or themechanic justwhat corrective action needs to be taken. If
the information is not available within the machine, it can usually be
accessed from a central system. Interactive graphics allowmanuals for
each machine to be stored in a central computer in an active video
4
Hills 19.
formatWhen a problem occurs on the line and help is needed, the video
manual can be accessed over a network that links line together into a
central system
,
and then displayed at the line in amatter of seconds.
In the future, there will be a dramatically greater use of computers and software
to control a packaging line. The packaging machine will no longer be considered as a
single operation, butwill be integrated with othermachines to create an integrated
packaging linewhich will bemanaged by the control stations.
Operation of the stations will be turned over to PLCs, with control
interface viaCRT-based displays and touchscreens or dedicated
keyboards. The overallmachine will be operated by a computer
networked to each station. Setups will bemade by a single keystroke
from a menu that downloads appropriate recipe information to each
station. Line operationwill bemonitored constantly, with changing
conditions automatically accounted for, andwith warnings of potential
problem conditions. Anymachine stoppagewill trigger alarms and
produce automatic directions for correcting the problem.
Besides the packagingmachines, the number of operators needed to control the
line and the
operators'
responsibilities are also quite different In the past more labor
inputwas needed. This resulted from hundreds ofmanual application machines in the
market In addition, the labor cost at that time, was not as high as it is today. One
example about the staffing of pharmaceutical packaging lines around 20 years ago is as
follows.
Staffing on the lines was 20-24 people for a typical linewith eight or
more major pieces of equipment This included one operator at each





and pack-off operations; two to four people providing the on-line QA
checks; a linemechanic; a line supervisor, possibly some additional
people.
The situation is different in today's packaging lines. Fewer people are needed
due to the installation of automatic machines and other equipment into the lines. One
operatormay have enough time to take care ofmore than one machine at a time.
Production time, staffing, and related costs have decreased to the range
of four to six people formost installations. This is generally two to four
wandering operators, onematerial handler, and one linemechanic. A
line supervisormay be shared with other lines. Themain factors
facilitating this reduction in staffing are, for example, the use ofPLCs,
Q
the use of on-line inspection stations, better handling methods.
In the future a group ofmachines will be controlled by computer systems
through control stations. Because of the control stations of the future, the packaging
line can control a group ofmachines at the same time ; therefore, generally, only one or
two operators are needed for investigating thewhole system. The control stations can
also be used as problem diagnosis tools. Themechanic may be needed only for
observing the system. Furthermore, the QA system will also be changed to an on-line
inspectionwhich requires no operator.
Staffing should be reduced to one person at a central control station.
Material handling will be done by automated guided vehicles or other
similar means. QAwill be done by on-line systems with automatic





standby, acting on direction from the diagnostic systems when
required.
In conclusion, packaging lines in the past were more manual when compared to
those today. As time passed, new technologies have been developed. New machines
and systems provide more automatic functions. This results in better line efficiency,
line speed, and quality of the product while the labor input is significantly decreased.
The Benefits and the Cost of Packaging Line Automation
Before setting up a new production line, one of the important things that the
management groups have to consider is the cost of the production line. This cost
depends on many factors, such as types ofmachine, labor costs, and automation levels.
If the management groups want to reduce their labor costs in the long run, they have to
study the cost of being automated in detail.
Although packaging line automation provides many benefits, manufacturers
have to invest in equipment to a degree that depends on the level of automation they
choose. To make the right decision, both benefits and cost structure need to be clearly
understood.
The benefits of packaging line automation can be described in three
categories. The first area is through operation such as lower product
cost due to the higher line efficiency, faster run speed, lower down
time, lower waste and less labor input The second area is through the
higher quality of the products because of the achievement in the
accuracy, reUabihty, and safety. The last area is through the reporting.
Automatic systems will automatically collect and record information
9
Hills 28.
about the products, raw materials, and inventory control. This
information can be analyzed and be further used, for example, as a
future improvement such as the quality improvement of finished
products or incoming raw materials.
Mostmanufacturers have a tendency to get their packaging lines automated as
much as they can. However, they also have to consider other factors that could be a
drawback, for instance, the cost of being automated. Manufacturers should compare
both benefits and budget available for investment before making any decision.
The cost of getting a packaging line automated can be described in three
categories. The first category is the cost of machines and systems. This will include the
cost of computers, PLCs and PCs. Machines that can provide more functions, faster
speed, more flexibility, and less set up time are definitely more expensive when
compared to manual ones. The cost of a computer system is also substantial. However,
this depends on which level of automation is selected. The more intelligent the
packaging line is, the more expensive the system. The total cost of this category is
considered to be the highest. The second area is the teaming cost In some cases,
training cost has already been included with the machine and system cost However, it
is very important formanufacturers to provide enough training programs for everyone
that has to control or investigate the line in order to make sure that the whole system
will be run without any problem. The last area is the additional cost, such as the cost of
planning, facility preparation, and the cost of a consultant or an integrator.
In general, the cost analysis will be done prior to the line design process. After
all of the benefits and the total cost have been analyzed, themanagement group will
have a clearer view ofwhat will be the best solution.
Collins, J.& Little, D. "Why You Use Computer Technology to Integrate Your Packaging
Lines,"
Using Computer Technology to Achieve Packaging Line Integration and Automation (The Institute of
Packaging Professionals: Hemdon, VA 1993): 2-3.
10
Factors Involved in the Success of a New Packaging Line
The success of a new packaging line depends onmany variables. However,
there are fourmain factors that need be considered before setting up any new packaging
line. First the packaging line objectives and criteria need to be clearly stated. Secondly,
the line operation has to be understood before buying any machinery or piece of
equipment Third, the specification or standards of eachmachine and equipment
including terms in the purchase contracts should be addressed. Lastly, the final package
design should be approved in advance by the management group or company engineers
to avoid package and line inconsistency.
It is very important to establish understandable objectives and complete line
criteria before taking any other step. For example, the company needs to focus on what
will be themain objective of a new line before beginning a design process. The
objectives of a new line are, for instance, to increase the capacity, to reduce the labor
input, to enhance the line safety, to provide line flexibility, or to follow government
regulations. The project team may have decided on more than one objective for a
project. Besides the objectives, the packaging line criteria also need to be set up. After
the criteria have been set up, the team should be able to answer certain questions such
as what product mix that the line can handle, how much line capacity is needed, how
many shifts will work per day, which level of automation should be appropriate, how
much capital is available, and where the location of the plant should be as well as how
much space is available.
Beginning the line design before the design criteria are established is,
unfortunately, a common practice in the packaging community, and
often results in lines that are extensively overcapacitized, too
11
sophisticated for the user plant to operate andmaintain, not justifiable,
and incapable ofhandling the intended products.
The second factor involved in setting up a new packaging line is the line practice
or operation. Before designing the line, the project team should be able to answer some
questions such as how the raw material will be delivered into the line; which point in
the line may need an accumulator; how the sampling process will be done; how to
handle rejected products; how the machines, operators, or quality control will
communicate; etc.
Many aspects ofmaterial handling, line operation, machine
maintenance, and quality control should be established first, before
equipment, conveyors, and control should be established, because these
procedures will dictatewhat equipment is necessary. However, all too
often, equipment is purchased and line installed before these
considerations are addressed. The user is then forced to accept the
limitations of the installed equipment and the restrictions that those
limitations may place on how the user can operate the line. These often
result in less-than-ideal operating procedures and inefficient line
performance.
The third factor is the establishment of the specification or standard as well as
the terms in the purchase contracts of eachmachine and piece of equipment. This is
very important because it defines the performance of the line and also influences the
total cost One of the important aspects is that the team needs to avoid expected or
unrealistic machine performance.
11
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Expectations of 95 to 99 % mechanical/electrical rehabihty during "dry
runs"
are not unreasonable, andmost vendors will not take exception to
such expectations. However, customer expectations of this level of
performance on a consistent basis underproduction conditions are
simply unrealistic.
Additionally, machine specifications or some basic standards are needed. This
willmake the vendors come up with the rightmachines. In fact a clear picture of
machine specifications as well as the product package specification, and incoming raw
materials are needed bymost vendors to custom build the particularmachine thatwill be
applicable for that practice.
The design of packaging machinery by equipment vendors is a highly
individualized art. Outside of conforming to certain governmental code
requirements and patent restrictions, equipmentmanufacturers are free
to design their equipment using components, practices, and quality of
workmanship as they see fit As a result a heavy burden is placed on
the packaging engineer during the design, specification, and
procurement ofpackaging equipment However these standards are
developed, it's wise for the packaging engineer to try to standardize as
much as possible so as to maintain low parts inventories and simplify
maintenance and operator teaining.
The last important factor is that package development work needs to be done
prior to the line design process. One of the reasons is that the purchase of packaging
machines requires the
packages'
specification in order to choose the rightmachine.
Additionally, running a test of the selectedmachine sometimes needs final products and






One of themost serious problems that exists in the packaging industry
today is the inconsistency between equipment used on a packaging line
and the final package being produced on that line. There aremany
reasons for this inconsistency, some understandable but some very
preventable.1
In summary, before setting up a new packaging line or buying any new
equipment, the project team should complete some of the previous work, for example,
setting up the packaging line criteria, understanding the line operations, establishing the
equipment specifications, and finalizing package development After the line design
process, there are some factors such as training and maintenance programs that also
need to be considered. If all of these factors are completely focused, satisfaction with
line performancewill be achieved.
Pineapple Industries and Packaging Line Automation
Food industries are among the most labor intensive industries, so many
manufacturers try to change their production lines to bemore automated in order to
reduce labor costs and improve capacities, line efficiencies, and quality of their
products. Canned pineapple is one of themajor fruit products that requires a number of
laborers in the production line. But it also shows an interesting trend in today's export-
importmarket
In 1994, the total import of canned pineapple amounted to about $667
million. It is not only the leading canned tropical fruit in the world trade,
but also the largest item of any processed tropical fruit on the




1994, with 319,433 tons, valued at $207 million, corresponding to the
almost one third of totalworld trade in processed tropical fruit by value.
Thailand is by far the leading producer and exporter of canned tropical
fruit followed by the Philippines, Indonesia, Kenya,Malaysia and
South Africa.
Furthermore,
most of the canned pineapple plants in the US have semi to fully
automatic packaging lines. The plants usually produce a variety of fruit
and vegetable products. Sometimes, a single packaging line has to serve
two or three different products. However, most of the packaging
equipment is used specifically for the particular product such as the filler
and the seaming machine. Thesemachines usually are set exactly for
each type of the fruit or vegetable as well as the can size. The case
packer, the labeler, and the palletizer are sometimes used togetherwith
17
other products and package types.
One the other hand,
in Thailand, there are hundreds of canned pineapple plants. One of the
biggest plants, Prachuab Fruit can produce up to 2,700 tons of fresh
pineapples per day with 24 production lines. In addition, the total
capacity of the two plants ofDole Thailand is up to 3,000 tons per day.
However, each step of the production line and die packaging process is
still labor intensive. The case packing process is filled with operators.
For example, five years ago, case packingmachines that are integrated
with the erector and sealer units were hardly seen; but recently, in some
16





Martin, L. Production Engineer, SenecaFoods, Marion, NY (1998, February 17). [Personal
Interview]
15
of the big to medium sized plants, case packing machines have been
added into the packaging lines. This trendmade the corrugated carton
companies work harder in redesigning the cartons from a regular slotted
container to a wraparound style for the wraparound case packing
machines. Even though the carton's style remains the same, the
corrugated carton companies also have a hard time providingmore
accurate cartons thatwill cause no problem for the case packing
!_ 18
machines.
In addition, most of the checkweighing processes aremanually operated. In-line
inspections are limited to only a few top industries such as Dole Thailand, Siam Food
Industry, Thai Pineapple Co., Ltd., Prachuab FruitCanning,Malee Sampran Factory,
Vita Food Factory, and Tropical Food Industry. The packaging lines of those top
industries are considered semi to fully automatic with high line speeds.
Almost all of the pineapple plants in Thailand still need labor for hand
packing and grading the sliced pineapple. The process starts when the
pineapple is peeled, pitched, and sliced. Sliced pineapple ismore
expensive than other forms, so the slicing process will take place first
Then the workers will take away the top and bottom slices of the
pineapple because those slices are smaller and of a different colorwhen
compared to themiddle slices. The sliced pineapples, which now have a
uniform size and color, will be direcuy hand-packed ormanually fed
into filling machines and then into a can. At this point the pieces of the
pineapple which are ejected from the slicing process and coupled with
18
Voravut, B., Sales Representative, Thai Container Limited, Bangkok, Thailand. (April 17 1998)
[Personal Interview]
16
the smaller sized pineapple, will be processed into the other forms such
as chunks or juice.
Most canned pineapple plants in Thailand can be run no more than 10months
per year at maximum capacity, which is the fruit season. After that the plants will shut
down for two months for cleaning. The filled cans will be kept in the warehouse for
quality inspection and other packaging processes. In the US, the production time is
shorter, approximately no more than 6-7 months. However, in the southern part of the
US, such as in Florida and Alabama, the production time is as long as the production
time in Thailand.
In summary, the packaging line ofmost canned pineapplemanufacturers in
Thailand is still labor intensive. However, some of the topmanufacturers are starting to
develop their packaging lines to bemore automatic. In contrast the situation in the US
is that the packaging lines havemore machines and fewer people.
Two interesting questions arewhen should be the right time to get the
packaging lines of those canned pineapple industries in Thailand to bemore automated
and which level of automation would be appropriate for canned pineapple plants in
Thailand.
1
Voravut, B. [Personal Interview]
CHAPTER 2
THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND ITS SETTING
Research Objective
The research proposes to establish and justify the cost of different levels ofpackaging
line automation of chunk pineapple in syrup packed in #10 three piece cans.
Importance of the Study
The initial selection of an appropriate level of automation or mechanization is
critical to the success of the packaging lines. Themajor drivers in making a decision are
themachine cost and the labor cost The decision of the suitable level ofpackaging line
automation for the same product in individual countries may be different due to the
variation in labor costs.
As technology rapidly increases in the field ofpackaging machinery, hundreds
ofmachines that can perform the same function are in themarketplace, and this causes
difficulties formanagement groups to select suitable machines for their new or existing
packaging lines.
The research's goal is to give the idea of a cost estimation and machine selection
of setting up a packaging line for canned chunk pineapple in syrup according to the
need of different levels of automation. The labor input and themachine cost for each
level of automation will be discussed. Additionally, the selection of the suitable level of
automation based on the different labor costs in two countries, US and Thailand, will
be included. The results of the research are useful for companies thatwant to start their
new packaging lines or those whichwant to increase their capacities by developing their




Themachines selected are newmachines from PMMImember companies or their
distributors and are based on catalogs published in the year 1997-1998.
20
Information on usedmachines will be provided only for the filler and the labeler.
This information, especially the cost should be used as a tentative idea ofwhatmay
be available.
Themachine selection will not include the conveyor system, accumulation system,
cleaning machines, bar code system, stretchwrapping machine, and testing
machines.
To select themachines for the packaging lines, in this research only themachine
speed and basic functions will be used inmaking a decision. Other specifications
such as machine size, power type, changeover time, or rehabihtywill not be taken
into consideration.
Themachine selected for each step of the packaging line is used as a representative
of themachines that have the speed and functions applicable for that step.
However, it does notmean that thismachine is themost suitable machine because
other factors such asmachine size and rehability should be considered before
buying a new machine.
The production cost analysis will be focused only on the cost of themachines and
the labor cost
Since the price ofmachines fluctuates due to many factors, the listed prices are used
for comparison only and are from sources such as company catalogs and phone
calls.
If themachine's cost is given as a range, the highest value will be used in
calculation for the total cost of themachine.
20
The source of the information comes from Alard EquipmentCorp., 6483 Lake Avenue, P.O. Box
57, Williamson, NY 14589-0057 Phone: (315) 589-4511
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The labor input at the retort, shrinkwrapper, and at the quality check point will not
be counted because themachine cost at that point is also not added into the total
machine cost




#10 can: A#10 can is a popular name for a can which has the dimension of 6. 19 x
7.00 inches (157 mm x 178 mm) and a capacity, when completely filled, of 105.10 oz.
or 3108 cm3.
Three Piece Can: A can that is made from three separate items, the body, the
maker's end and the packer's end.
Chunk Pineapple: Pineapple which is cut into a thickmass or piece.
Packaging Line: A packaging line integrates special function machinery or systems
in order to carry out a process in which a given product is combined with input or
media. The input themselves protect control, and identify the
product21
Process: A process is the succession of actions (filling, capping, labeling, palletizing,
7
etc.) undertaken to complete an activity.
Automation: "Automation is a technique ofmaking industrialmachinery, a process or
a system operate in an independent or self-controlling manner.With regard to
packaging, this definition should be adjusted to reflect the objectives of packaging as
follows: Automation is controlling packaging line by using the optimum technique to
cause the process to operate profitably in a self-conteolling
manner"
.
Capacity: "Capacity is the upper possible sustainable limit ofpackages passing a point
just before warehousing or shipping in a given amount of time. Sustainable refers to the
"
8
ability to maintain consistent production of a quality package at a given speed .
21




Comparing the three levels ofpackaging line automation: manual, semiautomatic,
and fully automatic, the fully automatic packaging line needs the least labor input
while themanual line requires the highest labor input However, the total cost of the
machine will be the highest for fully automatic lines and the lowest formanual
lines.
The labor cost is one of the critical factors for making a decision on the appropriate
level of packaging line automation and on the location of the plant.
The semi-automated or manual packagingmachines are suitable in countries which
have the lowest labor cost
For small plants, low speed packaging machines offering high flexibility are
considered successful. In addition, usedmachines are also believed to be good
choices for small plant manufacturers.
PLCs, PCs and visual or in-line inspection have become important tools for
operating the fully automatic packaging line.
The labor cost calculated is based on the minimum payment in theUS and in
11
Thailand, $12.78 per hour in the US, and $0.50 per hour or 20 bath per hour in
Thailand (at the exchange rate of 40 bath per $1.00).
22
US Department ofLabor Statistics, Fmplovment and Earnings. Nov. 1997. Vol. 44 no. 11 p. 43
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1 . Determine the packaging process in order to perform a complete packaging line for
canned chunk pineapple in syrup.
2 . Set up the packaging line criteria.
3 . Evaluate and compare the functions, speed, tentative price, and the various labor
inputs of the packaging machines in themarketplace.
4. Designmanual, semi automatic, and fully automatic packaging lines and select the
suitable machines for each step in each level of automation.
5 . Analyze the production cost, machine cost and labor cost for each level of
automation in different countries.
6. Conclusions, Discussion & Recommendations
CHAPTER 3
THE PACKAGING PROCESS OF
CANNED CHUNK PINEAPPLE IN SYRUP
General Information
The production line for canned pineapple plants usually starts from receiving the
fresh pineapples. Then the pineapples will go through the grading, washing, and
peeling process (Fig. 3. ). The packaging process will startwhen the preparation
process is completed.
The Canned Pineapple in Syrup Packaging Process (Fig. 4.)
The following packaging process is based onmy experience from visiting
plants: Seneca Foods, Marion; New York, Prachuab Fruit Dole (Thailand),Malee, and
Tipco Food; Thailand.
The first step of the packaging process is to depalletize the empty cans. This
may be donemanually or bymachines. The empty cans have to go through the cleaning
unit to take all the dust and dirt particles off. The cleaning unit is followed by the drying
unit which is usually forced hot air.
The chunk pineapple and the empty cans will be fed to the particulate filling
unit At this point it is very important that the particulate filling unit has to be gentle
enough not to damage or break the chunk because one of the quality aspects of chunk
pineapple is the complete shape of the pieces. After the chunks are filled, the canswill
go through the syruping units where the syrup will be filled on the top of chunk
24
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pineapple. Volumetric or gravity filling systems can be used for this purpose. Filling
accuracy is not so critical as in pharmaceutical products or some other expensive
products.
After the filling process is completed, the filled cans will be transported to the
can seamer. At this point the lids will bemanually or automatically fed into the seamer.
The seamer seams the top lid of the can as well as creates a vacuum condition inside the
can. This vacuum condition has sometimes been started since the syruping unit
However, the complete vacuum conditionwill be created at the seaming process.
The next step is quality checking for leakage and proper vacuum condition.
There are two ways to do this, in-line checking ormanual sampling. In-line checking is
more reliable, but it is expensive.Manual sampling is still used at some small
manufacturers. However, the application ofm-line checking is increasing atmost
canned manufacturers.
Following the quality check is the cooking unit A retort is used for this
purpose. The retort cooks the canned pineapple in a batch process, so that an
accumulator is needed prior to the cooking section.Most of the plants have retorts that
require the operators to load and unload the cans. However, there is an agitator retort
which has a conveyor system inside it therefore, the cansmay be continuously loaded
after being double seamed. After cooking, the cans are transported automatically to the
cooling and accumulating unit ready for the next stepwhile the next batch of the cans
are automatically loaded into the retort.
The next step is a checkweigher, to ensure the proper filling of the cans.
Sometimes, the checkweighing unit is also set before the cooking unit so that only
properly filled cans will go to the retort This will save space in the retort
The properly cooled cans will be bar-codedwith the date, lot number, and other
marks needed to identify the cans. Then the cans will be palletized eithermanually or by
the can palletizer. Basically, the can palletizer and depalletizer provide the same
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function, but are used for different purposes. The can palletizer can also be used as a
depalletizer depending on the setting. At this point slip sheets are used to separate each
layer of the cans. The cans will be kept in the warehouse for some time. The reason is
that during the fruit season the canning lines have to run continuously even though
there are no product orders. It is very important that all of the canned fruit plants have
warehouses to keep the filled cans before going to other packaging processes. In some
plants, for example Seneca Foods, inMarion, New York, some of the filled cans will
be transported to other plants for labeling and case packing. In general, the cans in the
warehousewill be randomly inspected for taste, color, the vacuum condition, etc.
Whenever companies have an order for a particular brand, the filled canswill be
moved to the packing line, depalletized, and fed into the labeling machines. Themost
favorite labelmaterial for canned products is a paper labelwhich is usually appliedwith
hotmelt glue. For proper gluing, a label checking processmay be used before the cans
will be fed into the case packing unit Formost manual case packing application plants,
the operatorwho hand-packs the cans will be the one who observes the proper labeling.
After being labeled, the cans are transported to the case packing unit Two
styles of corrugated cartons mat are widely used are Regular Slotted Container (RSC)
and wraparound cartons. The tray style is also used. However, if the tray style is
selected, shrinkwrapping machines need to be added into the packaging line. For
manual application, it is easier to choose the RSC style. For themore automated
packaging line, either RSC or wraparound are applicable, and there are hundreds of
automatic case packing machines for both carton styles. If considering only the cost of
the raw material, thewraparound style or tray are cheaper than the RSC due to using
less corrugated board. If considering themachine's function, for the wraparound case
packagingmachines, all that the operator has to do when operating themachine is to
load the blank cartons into themachine. For the RSC style, there are a variety of
machines. Some plantsmay have either case erectors or case sealers or both because the
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other packing process is manually done. In addition, some plantsmay have automatic
case packers which are integrated with erecting, packing and sealing units. However,
somemodels can be set for both RSC and wraparound styles.
After the case packing process, the cases will automatically be fed into the case
sealing unitwhich uses either hotmelt glue or pressure sensitive tape depending on the
machine selected. Some case erectors are integrated with bottom sealer units.When
using a case erectorwith bottom sealer, only top sealermachines are needed to seal the
top flaps of the cases.
After the cases have been sealed, they will bemoved to a case palletizer thatwill
arrange the cases into the designated pattern. Manual case packing is still used atmany
manufacturers. After palletizing, the product will be automatically ormanually
stretch-
wrapped for stability. Stretchwrapping also helps protect against moisture and dust
whichmay damage the cases. The stretchwrapping unit can be integrated with some
models of case palletizers. Sometimes hotmelt or latex glue is applied on the top
surface of each case before being palletized in order to increase stability.When
purchasing a new case palletizer, a company may wish to consider a palletizer that has a
glue dispensing unit or is able to be integrated with that system in the future.
CHAPTER 4
THE PACKAGING LINE CRITERIA
Product and Package
The product to be packed is chunk pineapple and syrup. The chunk size is
approximately 2.5 inches long, 2 inches wide, and 1.5 inches thick (Fig. 1). The
syrup is amixture of pineapple juice, water, sugar, and other food additives. Net
weight of the pineapple and the syrup per can is approximately 1000 g.
The can used is a #10 can which has dimensions of 6. 19 inches in diameter and
7.00 inches in height
The label used is preprinted paper. Hotmelt glue is used for the label application.
RSC corrugated carton is used as the secondary package. The case pack of the cans
a is single layer 3X2 which gives inside dimensions of the corrugated carton of
18.6 in.(L) X 12.4 in.(W) X 7.0 in.(H) (Fig. 2).




Figure 3: Chunk Pineapple
Figure 4: #10 Can Pack Pattern
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AreaEfficiency: 84.1%
Cases per Layer: 7
Layers per Load 5
Pattern: Interlock
Figure 5: Case Stacking Pattern
32
Packaging Line Speed and Capacity
The following criteriawill be used for all levels of automation: manual, semi
automatic, and fully automatic packaging lines.
Capacity of one canning line is set to be 75,000 cans or approximately 225 tons per
day.
Capacity of one packing line is set to be 15,000 cases per day.
The production time is 2 shifts per day. Each shift contains 8 hours, or 16 hours
per day for both the canning and the packing lines.
Downtime, break time, and lunch time are set to be 100minutes per shift, or 200
minutes for two shifts for both canning and packing lines.
Calculation for production time
Working hours per day =16 hours = 960 minutes,
Therefore, actual production time = 960 - 200 = 760 minutes.
Calculation for the canning line speed
If the plant has an output of 75,000 cans per day,
the line speed is 75,000 / 760
= 98.8 cans per minute or approximately 100 cans perminute.
Calculation for the packaging line speed
If the plant has an output of 15,000 cases per day, the line speed is
15,000 / 760 = approximately 20 cases perminute.
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Calculation for Machine Hourly Cost
Assume eachmachine has a 5 year life. This is based on IRS depreciation rates.
Assume 250 working days per year.
Assume 16 hours working time per day.
Following are the calculations for themachine's hourly cost
Machine cost / 5 =Yearly cost
Yearly cost / 250 =Daily cost
Daily cost / 16 =Hourly cost
Labor Input EstimatedWorking Rate
Manual Palletizer/Depalletizer
Oneman can lift and place empty #10 cans on the conveyor at a rate of 50
cans/minute.
Oneman can lift and palletize filled #10 cans at a rate of 25 cans/minute.
Oneman can palletize the cases which are packed with 6 filled #10 cans, at a rate of
5 cases/minute.
Manual Chunk Filling
Oneman can fill the chunk pineapple into a #10 can using ameasuring cup at a rate
of 10 cans/minute.
Manual Case Erecting
Oneman can erect blank corrugated cartons that have a dimension of 18.6 in.(L)X
12.4 in.(W) X 7.0 in.(H) at a rate of 12 cartons/minute.
Manual Case Packaging





Today's particulate fillingmachines vary greatly in speed and efficiency.
Basically, there are two systems that arewidely used, the pocket filler and the tumble
filler. The speeds of themachines vary from 15 to 1500 cans perminute depending on
the type of product and the can size. Besides machine speed, the levels of application
also vary from hand pack to fully automatic. Examples ofmachines from PMMI
member companies such as Solbern, FMC, Elmar etc., are shown in Table 1. (See
appendixA for the machine features)
Liquid FillingMachines
'Tor the canned fruits, the syrup should be added at 190F (87oQ or above to
aid the proper formation of a vacuum in the container. Syrups are added to the fruit in
the cans just prior to the closure of the container. Some use a vacuum syruper to assure
the air removal before covering the fruitwith the syrup. Thus, the filler may be used to
add fruit to the container, vacuumize the fruit in the container, and then add the syrup to
the container to cover the
fruit"
The companies that provide particulate fillers usually
also provide liquid fillers or syrupers. The running speeds of syrupers vary from 15 to
1500 cans per minute depending on the can size and the consistency of the liquid. Some
readily available models of syrupers that can be used for #10 cans are shown in Table
2. (See appendix B for themachine features)
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Gould, A.W. 1 InitOperation For The Food Industries. (CTI Publications, Inc. Baltimore 1996): 99.
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Table 1: Particulate FillingMachines
Coiapaiiy Model Maximum Operator Tentative
&m/:0'%M3i..3s^S'
Speed (cpm) needed Price
im $>
FEMC AngularDial Filler n/a n/a n/a






FMC 10 Pocket Hand
Pack Telescopic Filler
n/a n/a 10,500*
* These are typical prices for usedmachines that can be found in themarket























Can seamers can be classified into three levels of automation, namely hand
seamers, semi-automatic seamers, and automatic seamers. Hand seamers are primarily
used for gift shops for nonfood products. Semi-automatic seamers usually are used at
very low line speeds, while automatic seamers are widely used in most canning lines.
The more seaming stations in amachine, the faster the machine speed. Two models of
can seamers that can be adapted for #10 cans are shown in Table 3. (See appendix C
for the machine features)
Table 3: Can Seamers
Company Model Maximum Operator Tentative









Hundreds of labeling machines are available in the market, ranging from semi
automatic slow speed to fully automatic with high speed. Two systems that are very
common are hotmelt and pressure sensitive application. The hotmelt system is usually
more expensive than the pressure sensitive system. However, pressure sensitive labels
are more expensive than the plain paper labels which are used with the hotmelt system.
Some of the hotmelt labeling machines that can apply labels on a #10 can are shown in
Table 4. (See appendix D for the machine features)








GEI Burt& 408Mark V 150 1 30,000
GEI PPM Roll-Through
Labeling
GEI Burt & Fixed Size 250 45-50,000
GEI PPM Labeler
Advent Advent 200 35 1 6390
Machine
Company
Universal R-320 150 2 15,195




There is a wide variety of case erectors available in today's market Usually, a
case erectorwill be integratedwith a bottom sealing system. For fully automatic
applications case erecting, case packing, and case sealing can be integrated into one
machine. The speeds of case erectors usually range from 10 to 100 cases per minute or
even higher in custom builtmachines. Common speeds found are 12, 15, or 20 cases
perminute. Some models of case erectors are shown in Table 4. (See appendix E for
the machine features)
Table 5: Case Erectors, Case Erectors/Bottom Sealers
Company Model Maximum Operator Tentative
Speed Needed Price
tcpim {OS $>
A-B-C Packaging Pro-Forma 230 35 60,000
Corporation Pro-Forma 500 55 130,000
Pro-Forma 112 15 30,000*
35,000
Combi America 2-EZ 12 22,750
Compacker Bottom line 16 12,000
Durable CE-32A-AT 10 11,290
Packaging CE-32A 10 8,795
CE-22A 15 7,695
CE-22A-V 15 6,695





















Maxco Inc. ME-1600 30 _ 35-45,000














*Tape Sealing DHotMelt Sealing
Case PackingMachines
A case packingmachine has been added into the packaging line because it
eliminates the hand packing operation which is considered slow and labor intensive.
For some products such as bags or cartons, robotics or pick and place are used in the
packaging lines. However the speed of a robotic system is usually slower than a case
packing machine. In fact the pick and place system can be used only when the
corrugated cartons have already been erected. In addition, a case sealingmachine is
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needed after the pick and place process. Besides robotics, an automatic system which
consists of case erecting, case packing and case sealing can be found in many models.
The packing unitmay be a horizontal or a vertical system. Another system is the
wraparound and tray packing system which is well suited for a can and will save
corrugated carton material cost in the long run. If the tray style overpack is selected, a
wrapping machinemay have to be added into the packaging line. Some of the case
packing systems available are shown in Table 6 (See appendix F for the machine
features).







Barry-Wehmiller Series 2000 12 1 125-130K
Series 3000 20 1 125-130K
Series 4000 20 1 160,000
Series 9000 100 1 250,000
Brenton -Series 100 25-100 1 600,000
Engineering Tray & Case Packer
-Series 32 30 1 275,000
-Series 35 35 1 325,000
(Servo Controlled)
Climax Packaging DP 4-1 25 1 65,000-
Machinery Automatic Drop Packer 80,000
Table 6 Continued:
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CombiAmerica DPIDrop Packer 25 1 40,000
Compacker -CompackerllABF-3 15 1 130,000
-RAP UP 90 20 1 140,000
Hartness 825 35 1 95,000
International 2800 40 1 140,000
Sabel Engineering -Carousel Caser 25 1 325,000
Corporation -In-Line Bottom Load
-End Load
20 1 225,000
Case Packer 20 1 180,000
-Bottom Load
Case Packer 17 1 150,000




-Horizontal 20 1 130,000
Case Packer
-Vertical 20 1 180,000
Case Packer
StoneContainer 1587/1588 (Hot-Melt) 25 45,000




Case sealing machines usually have speeds in the range of 10-40 cases perminute.
Basically, there are two different sealing systems, hotmelt and pressure sensitive tape.
The sealing machinesmay be required only for the top flaps, or for both top and bottom
flaps, depending on the choice of case erector. Some available models are shown :
table 7 (See appendix G for the machine features).
m
Table 7: Case Searing Machines
Company <%Model,, Maximum Operator Tentative
i^^^^^^^^^B Speed Needed Price
tepm) I^^^^^^^B {OS $}
A-B-C Packaging Mini PRO 46 A 25 20,000
Corporation Super Pro 30 30 35,000
Top Pro 36 15 30,000
Easy Pack 37 15 l 20,000-30,000
CombiAmerica TBS 100 25 10,250
TBS 300 25 15,500






Durable RM-32-FCA 20-40 9,995







Elliott 93SFTL 15 25,000
Manufacturing (Tape or Hot
Company, Inc. Melt)











Stone Container 1130 Automatic
(Top Sealer)
RSC 50 20-37,000
1052/ 1054 20-50 32-37,000
(Hot Melt Case or Operator
Sealer) paced
1023 30 20,000
Tape Sealing D HotMelt Sealing
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Case/Can Palletizer
A palletizer is usually used with semi-automatic and fully automatic packaging
lines and with line speeds that are quite high. Usually one palletizer can be used for one
or more production lines.Modern palletizers are very intelligent. The pallet patterns and
set up can be done on the touch screen withinminutes. Robotics and pick and place are
also used to palletize cases, but the speed is not very high as compared to either floor
level or high level palletizers. Some of the palletizers available are shown in table 8 (See
appendix H for themachine features).
Table 8: Case PalletizerMachines
Company Model Maximum Operator Tentative
PriceSpeed needed
cus $>
A-B-C Packaging 72A (Automatic) 2LPM 32,000
Machinery 72AG(Automatic) 100 LPM 68,000
72AML 180 LPM 88,000
(Automatic-Multi-Line) 180 LPM 130,000
Columbia FL100 15-20 67,550





Pasco Series 6650 3-4 LPM 160,000
Series 4400 3-4 LPM 125-
150,000






Schneider Fanuc Robot n/a 1 165,000
Whallon Standard
Machinery (Semi-automatic) 2-5 1pm 1 55-60,000





LABOR AND MACHINE COST ESTIMATION
1f\
Manual Packaging Line Description
As mentioned previously, die capacity of one canning line is set to be 75,000
cans or 255 tons per day. To satisfy this capacity, the line speed has to be set at
approximately 100 cans perminute with a production time of 2 shifts per day. Each
shift contains 8 hours. Break time, lunch time, and down time are set to be 100
minutes. Thus, the total production time per day is 760 minutes.
Thefinal design of themanualpackaging line requires 37people with an equipment
cost of $236,060 US .
Themanual packaging line starts from the empty can depalletizer process. Since
oneman can lift and place the empty cans on the conveyor at a rate of 50 cans per
minute, 2 men are needed to get a total speed of 100 cans per minute. The empty cans
will be fed by a conveyor to the filling unit At the filling unit 10 people are needed to
hand pack the chunk pineapple into #10 cans usingmeasuring cups. According to the
estimatedmanual filling rate, by using ameasuring cup, a person can fill a #10 can at a
rate of 10 cans per minute. Therefore, 10 people are needed to get the output rate of
approximately 100 cans perminute. After filling, the canswill be put onto the conveyor
to be transported to the syruping unit An accumulator is needed to collect the filled
cans before being fed into the syruping unit At the syruping unit the liquid filler
See figure 6 for the line layout, figure 7 forme line speed flow chart, and table 9 for themachine
selection, labor input andmachine cost estimation.
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machine fromHorixwith amaximum speed of 140 cans perminute is selected to fill
the syrup into the cans. One operator is needed for observing and controlling the liquid
filler. Then the cans will be transported to the 53P-DFCan Seamer to be vacuum sealed
and double seamed. No operator is required at this point The sealed cans will be
manually sampled for quality checks such as for a proper seam and for a complete
vacuum condition.
Next the cans will be loaded into the retort for cooking. After cooking, the cans
will bemanually unloaded from the retort to the cooling unit Usually 3 laborers are
needed at the retort However, the labor input at this point as well as the labor needed
for quality checking, will not be added into the calculation for the total labor input
because the cost of themachines at those points are also not included in the total
machine cost
The properly cooled cans will bemanually checkweighed before beingmarked
with the production date, lot number, and other required information. The canswill
then bemanually palletized. Since one man can lift and palletize the filled #10 cans at a
rate of 25 cans perminute, four peoplewill be specified to work at this point After
that a fork lift driverwillmove the cans on the pallets to the warehouse.
Since the capacity of the packaging line is set to be 15,000 cartons per day with
the same production time as the canning line, the line speed needs to be set at 20 cartons
perminute in order to achieve capacity. If the line speed is 20 cartons perminute and
each carton contains 6 cans, the cans need to be fed into the packing line at a rate of 120
cans per minute.
At the packing line, the cans from the warehouse will be depalletized by five
people. Assuming amanualworking rate for palletizing and depalletizing are the same
at 25 cans perminute per person, five people are designated to work at this point The
cans will be accumulated and then fed to the labeling machines. A semi-automatic
labelingmachinewith a running speed of 30 labels perminute from AdventMachine
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Company will be used. Fourmachines will be installed in order to satisfy the total
speed of 120 parts perminute. One operator is required for each labeling machine, so
four people are needed for the labeling process.
Assuming that oneman can erect 12 cartons perminute, 2men will be assigned
to erect the blankRegular Slotted Container (RSC), but leave the bottom flaps
unsealed. The erected cases will accumulate and be used by the operators who pack the
cases. Eachman can pack 6 cans into a carton at a rate of 5 cartons perminute, so four
men will be assigned to pack the cases to achieve the total line speed of 20 cartons per
minute. After packing, the cases will be sealed by theMini Pro 46 from A-B-C
Packaging Corporation. Thismachine will seal the top and bottom flaps of the cases by
using hotmelt glue at a speed of 20 cases perminute. After that the cases will be
palletized by 4men, and the palletwill be transported to the warehouse.
Three fork lift drivers are needed for this packaging line: one for moving the
filled cans to the warehouse, one formoving the cases on the pallet to the warehouse,
and the last one for supplying the blank cartons and the labels for the packing line. The
lastman sometimes helps one of the other two in moving the filled cans or the cases.

Canning Line Packing Line
?
1) Can Depalletizing
50 empty cans minute people




10 cans minute people




Max. Speed 140 cpm
Run Speed 100 cpm
4) Can Seaming
58P-LPiAngelusi
Max. Speed 250 cpm
Run Speed 100 cpm
Accumulator
5) Can Palletising
25 filled cans minute people
100 cans minute 4 people
Warehouse
6) Can DepaUetizing
25 filled cans minute people
125 cans minute 5 people
Accumulator
T) Labeling
Advent 200).Advent Machine Company)
Max. Speed 35 labels-minute
Run Speed 30 Labels minute
120 labels minute 4 machines
I 8) Case Erecting
|
12 cases minute people




20 cases minute 4 people
10) Case Sealing
Mini Pro 46 (ABC Packaging Corp.)
Max. Speed IS cpm
Run Speed 20 cpm
Accumulator
11) Case Palletizing
5 cases minute people
20 cases minute 4 people
Warehouse
Figure 7 : Manual Packaging Line Speed Flow chart
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Table 9: Manual Packaging Line: SelectedMachines, Machine Cost and Labor Input






1) Can Depalletizer . 2
2) Particulate Filling _ 10
3) Liquid Filling Gravity Filler (Horix) (1) 67.500 1
4) Can Seaming 58P-DF Seamer
(Angelus) (1)
150.000 -
5) Can Palletizer _ . 4
6) Can Depalletizer . . 5
7) Labeling Advent 200 (Advent) (4) 6.390X4 4
8) Case Erecting _ _ 2
9) Case Packing _ _ 4
10) Case Sealing Mini Pro 46
(ABC Package Corp.) (1)
20.000 -
11) Case Palletizing _
_ 4




Semi-Automatic Packaging Line Description
The stated capacity of the semi-automatic packaging line is 75,000 cans per day
or a line speed of 100 cans per minute for the canning line and 20,000 cases per day or
a line speed of 20 cases perminute for the packing line. These assumptions are the
same as those set for themanual packaging line.
There are fourmain differences between themanual packaging line and this
semi-automatic line. First all of themanual palletizing and depalletizing processes are
replaced by semi-automatic machines. Secondly, hand packing is eliminated and a
chunk fillingmachine is installed. Third, the liquid fillingmachine is changed to a new
model to be compatible with the chunk filler. Lastiy, manual carton erecting is replaced
by the two case erectors. Thefinal result shows that 14people are needed to operate the
line and $666,800 US is requiredfor the total cost of the machines.
The semi-automatic packaging line for chunk pineapple starts at the can
depalletizer process. Themachine selected is the standard semi-automatic model from
WhallonMachinery. One operator is required to operate and control themachine.
The empty cans will be automatically fed to the filling unit The filler selected is
the Tumbler Filler (PTF-DPLmodel). Themachine needs one operator and provides a
running speed of 100 cans per minute. The filled cans will go through the LSB (Briner)
for the syrup filling process. The LSB fillerworks like awaterfall by pouring the syrup
into themoving cans. After that the can will go to the can double seamer (58P-DF)
from Angelus. Thismachine is the samemodel as the one selected for themanual and
27
See figure 8 for the line layout, figure 9 for the line speed flow chart, and table 10 for themachine
selection, labor input andmachine cost estimation.
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fully automatic packaging lines. Normally quality checkswill be conducted after
seaming, the same as on themanual packaging line. However, the equipment ismore
fully automatic as compared to themanual process.
After the quality check, the cans will be loaded into the retort for cooking, then
unloaded and cooled. Next the cans will be palletized by the semi-automatic can
palletizerwhich is the samemodel selected for the can depalletizing process. After
palletizing, a fork lift driverwillmove the stacked pallets to thewarehouse.
At the packing line, filled cans from the warehousewill be depalletized by the
can depalletizer and fed to the 408MarkV (Roll Through Labelingmachine) fromGEI
Burt The labeling machine will be run at the speed of 120 cans per minute. Oneman is
needed to feed the labels into themachine, and this person is also designated to load the
blank cartons into the case erectors.
At the case packing process, the case erectors (Bottom Line from Compacker),
will erect the blank cases at a running speed of 12 cases per minute. Two machines are
installed at this point The erected cases, with bottom flaps already sealed, will be used
by four operators who are hand packing the cans into the cases. After that the cases
will be transported to the sealing machine, 1052 Top Sealer from Stone Container. This
machinewill seal only the top flaps of the cases using hotmelt glue.
The sealed cases will go to the palletizer, FL 150, from Columbia Machine. The
machinewill stack the cases into the designated pattern. This palletizer needs one
person to operate and control themachine. After palletizing, one of the fork lift drivers
willmove the pallets to the warehouse. The semi-automatic packaging line also requires

































Max. Speed 5 layers/minute






Max. Speed 100-120 cpm
Run Speed 100 cpm
3) Syruping
LSB (Bnner)( Solbern)
Max. Speed 150 cpm
Run Speed 100 cpm
4) Seaming
58P-LP (Angelas)
Max. Speed 250 cpm





Max. Speed 5 layers/minute





Max. Speed 5 layers/minute
Run Speed 2 layers minute
Accumulator
7) Labeling
408 Mark V(GEI Bun)
Max. Speed 150 cpm




Max. Speed 16 cpm
Run SpeedlO cases minute




5 cartons minute people
20 cases minute 4 people
10) Case Sealing
1052 Top Sealer (Stone Container)
Max. Speed 50 cpm




Max. Speed 30 cpm
Run Speed 20 cpm
Warehouse
Figure 9 : Semi-Automatic Packaging Line Speed Flow chart
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Table 10: Semi-Automatic Packaging Line: SelectedMachines, Machine Cost and
Labor Input




1 ) Can Depalletizer Semi-Automatic (Whallon) ( 1 ) 60.000 1
2) Particulate Filling PTF-DPL (Solbern) (1) 90.000 1
3 ) Liquid Filling LSB(Bnner) (Solbern) (1) 70.000
4) Can Seaming 58P-DF Seamer (AngelusX 1) 150.000
5) Can Palletizer Semi-Automatic (Whallon) (1) 60.000 1
6) Can Depalletizer Semi-Automatic Standard
(Whallon) (1)
60.000 1
7) Labeling 408-MarkV (GEI Burt) (1) 30.000 1
8) Case Erecting Bottom Line (Compacker") (2) 12.000X2
9) Case Packing Hand Pack 4
10) Case Sealing 1 052 ( Stone Container) ( 1 ) 37.000
1 1 ) Case Palletizing FL 150 (Columbia) (1) 85.800 1





Fully Automatic Packaging Line
Description28
The fully automatic packaging line is designed by applying the same capacity
and line speed as used for the manual and semi-automatic packaging lines. There are
some differences in the types ofmachines and the operations as compared to the semi
automatic line. First all semi-automatic can and case palletizers are replaced by fully
automatic machines. Secondly, the supplier of the particulate fillingmachine and the
syruper are changed from Solbern to Elmar Industries. Finally, a automatic case
packaging system is installed. As a result, thisfully automaticpackaging line needs
only 7people at a totalmachinery cost of$1,153,000 US.
The fully automatic packaging line starts with an automatic can depalletizer
supplied byWhallonMachinery, Incorporated, which is the same supplier as the
standard semi-automatic machines selected for the semi-automatic packaging line. The
machine can run automatically, with no operator required. The empty cans are also
automatically fed to the CF-514G which is a 14-station particulate filler from Elmar.
After filling, the cans will go to the VF-15-TD vacuum syruper. This syruper creates a
vacuum condition in the head space of the cans; therefore, the top lids of the can have to
be fed into the line at this point However, the complete vacuum sealing and also the
double seaming will be done by the can seamer supplied from Angelus. The nonning
speed of this seamer is set to be 150 cans per minute.
After double seaming, the cans will be in-line inspected for proper seams and
for vacuum conditions. The cans will then be automatically conveyed into the agitator
28
See figure 10 for the line layout, figure 11 for the line speed flow chart, and table 11 for the machine
selection, labor input andmachine cost estimation.
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retort After cooking, the cans will be automatically conveyed from the retort to the
accumulating and cooling conveyor ready for the automatic can palletizer that will
collect and stack the filled cans. After palletizing, the stacked pallet will be moved into
the warehouse by the fork lift driver. Only two men are needed to control the canning
line.
At the packing line, the canned pallets will be depalletized by the automatic can
palletizer and fed into the 408 Mark V (Roll Through Labeling Machine). This machine
is the same model as the one used for the semi-automatic packaging line. At this point
one operator is needed to feed the paper labels to the labeler and the blank cases to the
automatic case packing machine. In-line inspection for proper labeling application may
be done after the labeling. The cans will then go to the automatic case packerwhich will
erect pack and seal the cases. The selected case packer is the Series 35 from Brenton
Engineering, and this machine needs one operator. A total of two men is needed for the
packing line.
The complete packed cases will be automatically accumulated and stacked by the
72AG Case Palletizer from A-B-C Packaging Corporation. This machine requires no
operator. After stacking, the pallets will be automatically
stretch-wrapped before being
moved by the fork lift to the warehouse. Both the packing and the canning lines need
three fork lift drivers to move the stacked pallets and to supply othermaterials to the
line.
The speed of all levels of the packaging line automation are set to be 100 cans
per minute in order to make the labor input the only variable of the total production
cost In fact the fully automatic lines especially those in the US are run faster than



































Canning Line Packing Line
1) Can Depalletizing
StandardAutomatic (Whallon)
Max. Speed 5 layers/minute





Max. Speed 120 cpm
Run Speed 100 cpm
3) Syruping
YF-15-TD (Elmar)




Max. Speed 250 cpm




Max. Speed 5 layers/minute
Run Speed 2 layers minute
6) Can Depalletizing
Standard Automatic (Whallon)
Max. Speed 5 layers/minute




408 Mark V(GH Burt)
Max. Speed 150
Run Speed 120 cpm
8,9,10) Automatic Case
Packing Machine
Series 35 (Brenton Eng.)
Max. Speed 35 cpm
Run Speed 20 cpm
Accumulator
11) Case Palletizing
72AG (ABC Pack. Corp.)
Max. Speed 7 Layer/minute
Run Speed 3 layers minute
or 21 cpm
Warehouse Warehouse
Figure 11 : FullyAutomatic Packaging Line Speed Flow chart
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Table 11: Fully-Automatic Packaging Line: SelectedMachines, Machine Cost and
Labor Input






1) Can Depalletizer Automatic (Whallon) (1) 75.000
_
2 ) Particulate Filling CF-514G (Elmar) (1) 150.000 1
3) Liquid Filling YF-15-TD (Elmar) (1) 160.000
_
4) Can Seamine 5SP-DF Seamer (AngelusM 1 ) 150.000 _
5) Can Palletizer Standard (Whallon) ( 1 ) 75.000 _
6) Can Depalletizer Standard (Whallon) (1) 75,000
_
7) Labeling 408-MarkV (GEI Burt) (1) 30.000 1
81 Case Erecting _ _ _
9) Case Packing Series 35 (Brenton Eng.) (1) 325.000 1
10) Case Sealing
_ _ _
11) Case Palletizing 72AG (ABC Pkg. Corp.) (1) 113.000 _
Additional labor for fork lift driver & control 4
Total 1,1S3,#8& 7 .
CHAPTER 7
PRODUCTION COST ANALYSIS
Machine Cost and Labor Input of Different Levels of Packaging Line
Automation
The production cost of the packaging line consists ofmany variables: machine
cost maintenance cost, training cost, and labor cost Labor cost and machine cost are
believed to be the major components. A higher level of packaging line automation will
result in a highermachine cost However, a higher level of packaging line automation
will require fewer laborers. The totalmachine cost and the labor input of the three levels
of packaging line automation derived from the line design process are shown in Table
12.











Fully Automatic 1.153.000 7
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The Production Cost of Packaging Line Automation in Thailand and the
US
The production cost is considered the main factor for amanufacturer in making
any decision about a new investment Two main variables in the total production cost
are themachine cost and the labor cost If themachine cost is set to be constant for all
levels of packaging line automation, the labor costwill be the only variable in the
different production costs. The labor costs vary between countries. This results in
different production costs. In general, the production cost can be considered as a guide
for selecting the appropriate level for packaging line automation. The level ofpackaging
line automation that shows the lowest production cost should be selected for setting up
a new plant.
To figure out the total production cost the machine cost and the labor cost per
day are added together. The machines cost per day is calculated by using the Internal




Comparing theUnited States to Thailand on the three levels of packaging line
automation - manual, semi-automatic, and fully automatic
- all levels of automation in
Thailand show a lower production cost than any level in the US. Within the US, the
fully automatic packaging line shows the lowest production cost On the other hand, in
Thailand, the manual packaging line shows the lowest production cost (See Table 13).
As mentioned previously, all designs of the packaging tine have the same
capacity which is 15,000 cases per day or 60,000 cans per day for the packing line and
75,000 cans per day for the canning line. If all designs give the same output the design
that shows the lowest total cost should be the best solution. From Table 13, the best
solution formanufacturers in the United States should be the fully automatic packaging
line, and the best solution formanufacturers in Thailand should be the manual
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packaging line. However, the best solution in Thailand shows a 78 9c
lower production
cost than the best solution in The United States: $501 per day or $0.006per can in
Thailand and $2303per day or $0.026per can in the US. According to the lower
production cost, amanufacturer in the US may wish to consider the possibility
of
setting up a plant in Thailand However, more factors such as the government policy,
the infrastructure, and the tax rates need to be considered before making any decision.
Table 13: The production cost of packaging line automation in Thailand and the US






















































Note: 1) The Labor cost in the US is $12.78/hour
2) The Labor cost in Thailand is $0.50/hour (exchange rate of 40 baht
= $1 US)
3) Assume 16 working hours per day
4) The capacity of the packing line, 15,000 cases or 90,000 cans per day, was
used to calculate the production cost per can.
5) Machine cost per day based on IRS 5-year straight line depreciation rate.
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Exchange Rate and Packaging LineAutomation
Recendy, all countries in South East Asia have been confrontedwith an
economic crisis. This hasmany effects on the structure ofpackaging line automation.
Considering the situation in Thailand, in the beginning of 1997, the exchange rate of
the Thai bahtwas 26 baht per dollar; however, it had devalued to 50 baht per dollar at
the end of the same year. At the beginning of 1998, the baht value has increased to 40
baht per dollar. As a result, themoney earned by Thaiworkers has decreased as
compared to US currency. To give a clear example, assuming aworker in Thailand
earns 180 baht per day which was equal to $0.90 per hour in the beginning of 1997,
this is equal to $0.50 per hour now due to the decrease in value of the baht
At an exchange rate of 26 baht/US $, the appropriate level ofpackaging line
automation in Thailandwould be the semi-automatic line; however, at the exchange rate
of40 baht/US $ themanual packaging line shows the lowest production cost The
instabihty of the exchange rate makes it difficult for amanufacturer to predict the proper
level of packaging line automation.
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Labor Cost Rate
One of the important factors thatmanufacturers need to considered before
selecting a suitable level of packaging line automation is the rate of the labor cost(See
Figure 12). At a labor cost rate below $1.00 per hour, themanual packaging line gives
the lowest production cost At a labor cost rate between $1.00 and $3.50, the semi
automatic packaging line shows the lowest production cost Finally, if the labor cost
rate ismore that $3.50, the fully automatic line would be appropriate.
Tomake an investment in a country, it is important that themanufacturers
predict the change in the labor rate costs. Suppose the labor cost rate in Thailand is
$0.50 per hour and it increases 10% a year.Within 10 years, the labor cost in Thailand
should be $0.90 per hour. Therefore, within 10 years, themanual packaging line will
still be the best solution. On the other hand, if the labor cost in Thailand increases 30%
per year, themanual packaging line would result in the lowest production cost for only
five years. At this point the decision on the appropriate level of automation depends on
the prediction and the experience of themanagement groups.
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Table 14: The production cost ofthree levels ofpackaging line automation in


















Manual 189 39 312 501 0.0060
561 751 0.0083
Semi-automatic 533 14 112 645 0.0070
202 735 0.0082
Fully automatic 922 7 56 978 0.010
101 1023 0.011
Note: 1) Assume a worker earns 180 baht/ day/ 8 hours
2)At the exchange rate 26 baht/US $, the labor cost in Thailand is $0.90/hour
3)At the exchange rate 40 baht/US $, the labor cost in Thailand is $0.50/hour
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Figure 12: The production cost at different labor costs
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The total production cost derived from this study consists of only two variables
which are themachine cost and the labor cost However, the actual valuemay bemore
than this because this calculation does not include the cost of training, installation, and
some other required equipment
The number of laborers needed for themanual line is quite high: 39 people. Ten
of the laborers are required to work at the filling process. In addition, this process also
requires the highest labor input Thus, if themanual packaging linemanufacturerswant
to reduce their labor input they should install amore automated filler into the packaging
line.
The case packagingmachine is another packagingmachinewhich can reduce the
amount of labor input On themanual line, 2 men are required to erect the blank cartons
and 4men are required to pack the cases. These 6 men can be replaced by an automatic
case packingmachine.
Comparing themanual packaging line in Thailand to the fully automatic line in
the United States, there is a difference of78% in the total production cost At the same
capacity, themanual packaging line in Thailand costs only $501 per day while the fully
automatic line in theUS costs $2,353 per day. IfUS manufacturers want to lower their
production costs, they should consider setting a new plant in Thailand.
The exchange rate has an important effect on the total production cost of
packaging line automation, and therefore influences the selection of the suitable level of
automation. In the beginning of 1997, a semi-automatic packaging line in Thailand
showed the lowest production cost However, at the end of the same year, the manual
packaging line resulted in the lowest production cost This situation causes
manufacturers to postpone their projects in setting up new plants, ormay result in
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changing the location of a plant to other countries that have a low labor cost and amore
stable currency.
Conclusions
The results of the study can be classified into three categories. First the
summary of themachine cost and the number of laborers needed for each level of
automation. Second, the calculation of the total cost of each level ofpackaging line
automation in the United States and in Thailand. Finally, the analysis of the total
production cost at of each level ofpackaging line automation at two different exchange
rates in Thailand.
The three levels of packaging line automation of chunk pineapple in syrup
which is packed in a #10 three piece can have been set up. The tentative total cost of the
machine and the number of laborers needed for each level of automation are as follows:
Themanual packaging line requires 39 people and results in a totalmachine cost of
$236,060 US.
The semi-automatic packaging line requires 14 people and results in a totalmachine
cost of $666,800 US.
The fully automatic packaging line requires 7 people and results in a totalmachine
cost of $1,153,000 US.
The total production costwhich, in this study, consists of themachine cost and
the labor cost of the three levels ofpackaging line automation in the US and in Thailand
are as follows:
The total production cost of themanual packaging line is $8,164 per day in theUS
and $501 per day in Thailand.
The total production cost of the semi-automatic packaging line is $3,396 per day in
the US and $645 per day in Thailand.
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The total production cost of the fully automatic packaging line is $2,353 per day in
the US and $978 per day in Thailand
Li addition, in the US, the fully automatic packaging tine shows the lowest
production cost; in Thailand themanual packaging line shows the lowest production
cost The above calculations are based on the labor cost rate of $12.78 per hour in the
US and $0.50 per hour in Thailand (at an exchange rate of 40 baht/US $).
Furthermore, the exchange rate has an influence on the total production cost In
the beginning of 1997, the exchange rate for the Thai bahtwas 26 baht per US $. If this
rate is used in the calculation, the total production cost of the semi-automatic packaging
line will be the lowest which is at $735 compared to $751 for themanual line and
$1023 for the fully automatic line.
The last summary is that the appropriate level ofpackaging line automation of
canned chunk pineapple depends on the labor cost rate. For instance, at a labor cost rate
below $1.00 per hour, themanual packaging line gives the lowest production cost At a
labor cost rate between $1.00 and $3.50, the semi-automatic packaging line shows the
lowest production cost Finally, if the labor cost rate ismore that $ 3.50, the fully
automatic linewould be appropriate.
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Recommendations
Based on the result of the study, the suitable level ofpackaging line automation for
canned chunk pineapple in the US should be the fully automatic line. But in
Thailand themanual line should be appropriate.
Themachines selected in this study are supplied by PMMImember companies.
Some countries such as Japan, Korea, and Germany also supply good quality
packagingmachines.When buying a newmachine, manufacturers should also
considermachines from these sources.
Besides themachine cost and labor input other factors such as themachine size,
plant space,machine supplier representative and service, and rehability of the
machine should be taken into consideration when designing a packaging line.
Beforemake any decision on buying a newmachine or setting up a new packaging
line, simulation of the whole system is recommended in order to get the highest line
performance.
In general, manual packaging lines are used by small plants. These plantsmay not
be able to afford newmachines; therefore, usedmachines should also be taken into
consideration.
The appropriate level ofpackaging line automation should also depend on the goal
of themanagement group in creating a new line.
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The FEMC Angular Dial Filler is designed to dispense
delicate particulate products such as fresh or frozen broccoli flowers,
chuncks ofmeat or fruit, and whole shrimp. A Bucket Dispensing
Unit is used to guide the product from the filler drop point into the
container while the container is being conveyed. Interchangeable
portion cups enable the filler to dispense a variety of products which
the hopper and dispensing plate are mounted, allows product to gently
rest prior to filling. This design works well since most product damage
occurs with excessive movement.








Tentative Price : US $ 140,000- S 150,000
Operation:
1) Product conveyed to position.
2) As filler rotates, product is gently swept past adjustable deflectors
positioning product into cups.
3) The specifically designed rotary brush gently sweeps away any
excess product from the filled pockets.
4) Additional deflectors return excess product back to starting
position.
5) Ifa container is present, an individual sliding gate is opened to allow
product to be gently and accurately deposited into the
container. The individual stationNo Container/no fill system is









Model Solbern Direct Fillers PTF-DPL
Speed 15-600 cpm depending on the product and container size.
#10 can cut beans 100 cpm + 1 oz-*"
Tentative Price : US $ 90,000
The Solbern Direct Filler Offers:
- Side to side shake frequency and amplitude adjustment to
permit proper setting
- Gentle handling and gradual filling so themost delicate
products can be packed.
A Product reservoir level control to regulate feed ofproduct
into the filler.
- Straighthne container feedwithout the need for feedscrews or
starwheels.
- Reliable, around the clock performance with lowmaintenance.
- Open stainless steel construction for rapid thorough clean up.
- Rapid container size changeover without replacement parts.
No product waste, all filling is done with in the drum.
- Fill angle id adjustablewhile themachine operates.
-USDA approved all stainless steel construction.
- High speed and accurate fillweights.
For example:
#303 can peas 500 CPM + 1/10 oz.
#10 can cut beans 100 cpm j_ 1 oz
- Speeds 40% higher on new extended fill zone models.
IV
8 SOLBERN CORP, 8 KUUCK ROAD, FAIRFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07006
















Model Vacuum Syrupers VF-15-TD
Speed 250 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 150,000- $ 160,000
Vacuum Surupers
The Vacuum Syrupers originally engineered andmanufactured
by Atlas Pacific, nowmanufactured by Elmar, are designed to
accommodate a broad range ofcontainer sizes. Features include deep
penetration of liquid to the product, eliminate ofan exhaust box and
specially designed valve that assures a positive seal. This positive seal
prevents air leakage into containers under vacuum. The naturally
self-
lubricating valve can easily be removed for cleaning. Typical ofall
Elmar fillers, aNo Container /No fill mechanism is provided that stops
the flow of liquid when a container is not present. Another feature is a
stainless steel liquid trap tank for use in the vacuum line to collect
moisture overflow when vacuum is applied. The trap tank can be
positioned in the place most convenient to the syruper. Automatic
emptying controls can be supplied with the liquid trap. This control is
functional during operation ofthe filler. ElmarVacuum Syrupers are
available in through-conveyor and tangential discharge configurations.







Model 1)Weighmaster NetWeight Filler
2) Gravity Filler (18 valves)
Speed 150 cpm; 140 cpm for Gravity Filler
Tentative Price : $250,000 : $67,000 for gravity filler
Feature : Contact the company for more information
Weighmaster
Net Weight Filler. PC Computermonitors weight of every empty and filled container for precision accuracy. Fill instructions







Model Var-i-Vol Positive Displacement Liquid Filler
Speed 140 cpm
Tentative Price : $190,000
Feature : Contact the company for more information
Var-i-Vol9
Positive Displacement Liquid Filler. Volumetric
accuracy is assured by delivery ofproduct from individual volume
chambers. No pistons or sliding surfaces. Highly sanitary components
designed for easy cleaning. 16Models. Volume delivery adjustable
in-place over a range of 10-io-1.
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Company : Solbern





Model : The Solbern Model LSB
Speed 600 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 70,000
Feature :
A flat top conveyor feeds containers to the timing screw prior to
adding any liquid.
- The continuous timing screw conveys containers through fill zone, at
an angle and discharges vertical cans directly into the seamer
chain.
- The continuous timing screw eliminates the spillage associated with
transferring filled cans into a screw.
Replaceable wear strips support the container through the machine to
minimizedrag.
- Fill angle can be adjusted during operation by turning a single knob.
Cans pivot around screw as fill angle changes.
- Transfer to the seamer chain occurs beyond the fill zone to eliminate
carryout.
- ADrive take off from the seamer is provided which included interface
with the seamer chain and chain turnaround.
- Liquid is pumped through aweir and gradually fills into the center of
the containers. As filling occurs, a retainer plate prevents
solids from washing out ofthe container.
- During line stops the liquid flow can be redirected from the can center
to the reservoir.
All liquid overflow is directed through perforated panels and returned
to the reservoir. The panels are removable for cleanout.
- The retainer, weir plate and container guide rails can be rapidly
moved, (without use of tools) to permit clearing ofcontainers
from the machine. Fixed stops permit replacementwithout
adjustment.
- A system drain permits complete liquid cleanout
V
Open stainless steel (or approved plastic) construction permits
rapid cleanup.
No valves, pistons, nozzles, gaskets or vacuum systems to clean,
adjust or repair reduce maintenance cost.
Accurate headspace and recapture ofoverflow provide increased
yield.
Sanitary 60 G.P.M. circulating pump mounted between reservoir and
overheadweir.
Steam coils mounted in reservoir for heat retention ofhot filled
liquids.










Company : Angelus Sanitary Can Machine Company
4900 Pacific Blved.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone:(213)583-2171
Fax (213) 587-5607
Model 53P-DF Automatic Seamer
Designed primarily for closing cans containing solid or semi
solid products, 501 to 610 diameter, and 308 to 910 high
Speed 200 cpm
Tentative Price : US S 150,000
Feature :
Smooth, precise operation
- No can, no cap cover feed
Rotary covermarking attachment
- Revolving 3-head rotary seaming turret
- Reciprocating cover separator knife
- Guards easily removed and replaced
- Low operating and maintenance costs
- Interchangeable parts
- Wide range ofaccessories
-SteamVacuum attachments
- Complete set of change parts including bronze or stainless
steel options
- Filler drive with safety clutch
- V-belt or variable speed motor drives
Timer star available for cannery use
- Fixed center distance feed star available for direct connection
to a rotary filler
Company : Angelus Sanitary Can Machine Company
4900 Pacific Blved.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone:(213)583-2171
Fax (213) 587-5607
Model 58P-DF Automatic Seamer
Designed primarily for closing cans containing solid or semi
solid products, 501 to 610 diameter, and 308 to 910 high
Speed 150 cpm
Tentative Price : US S 150,000
Feature :
- No can, no cap cover feed
Rotary embossing type cover maker
- Revolving- head rotary seaming turret
Reciprocating cover separator knife
- Removable, replaceable guards
Low operating andmaintenance costs
- Simple design and solid construction
Affodable, available replacement parts
- Wide range ofaccessories




















Model Advent 200 (Semi-Automatic LabelingMachine)
Speed 30 cpm
Tentative Price : US S 6390.00
Features:
-Label round containers form one ounce to one gallon. Custom
modifications available for special size containers.
- Applies glue to the ends or to the whole label using hot melt glue.
- Quick container changeover.. .approx. 1 minute
- Automatic label feed via standard large ( appox. 300 labels)
capacity-
label hopper.
-Does not require highly trained or skilled operating personal.
- Simplified engineering eliminates such problems as timers and sole
noids.
- Portable stand with shelf standard. Tabletop available.
- 1 vear factorv warrantv.




Toil-Free Phone (800) 345-1308
Model : 408 Mark V (Horizontal Roll-through Labeler)
Speed 150 cpm (#10 can)
Tentative Price : US S 30,000
MarkVLabeler
Introduced in 1992, the markV is the newest version of the
GEIBurt roll-through labeler. Themachine's operating principle
remains the same, but several time saving enhancements have been
added. The hotmelt glue pot is controlled by a digital thermostat
marking it impossible to operate themachine until the glue has reached
operating temperature, the secondary label feed is controlled by a
simple three position switch whichmakes for easier operation and less
parts. And an integral hydraulic pump and manifold eliminate any
unwantedmovement ofthe label table. Changeover time is cut in half
through the use of an optional digital position indicator. Normal
changeover time of45 minutes is reduced to 15 minutes. This feature
allows the operator to record and adjust the machine setting for
different container heights and diameters, as well as detect any drift in
settingswhich indicate wornmachine parts, or variance in container
and label sizeswhich can cause inefficient labeling.
II
GEI Burt Horizontal Roll-through
Labeler; the inclined can track
ensures an even, tight wrap after
which the soft compression pad
smoothes out and finishes each label.





labels and unwanted mess.
GEI Burt Model 408 Mark V
Horizontal Roll-through Labeler
III




Toll-Free Phone (800) 345-1308
Model Fixed Size labeler
Speed 250 cpm (#10 can)
Tentative Price : n/a
Fixed Size Labeler
Whenmaximum production speeds are required, aGEI Burt
fixed size labeler, is specifically designed for the task This extremely
durablemachine will label a dedicated round container at the top
speeds around the clock. It is a single containermachine with no size
adjustments, capable ofachieving speeds in excess of800 containers
per minute. It has a four post design which supports the drive belts
and assures vibration free can transport resulting in efficient
application ofthe labels.
The GEI Burt fixed size is also equippedwith an oversized
label stack capacitywhere 5,500 labels can be loaded into the label
feed The secondary label feed allows for an additional 4,000 labels, a
remote light indicator is included for level labels, themachine will
automatically shut down ifthe label capacity in themagazine reaches
1,500.
The GEI Burt fixed size labeler is equippedwith a pressurized
paste system which includes the standard no-container, no-paste
feature. A convenient 12-gallon tank located near the operator station
for easy replenishment ofpaste. A self-adjusting hydraulic label feed
compensates for label variance, this special label feed device keeps a
constant pick up label stack heightwhich assures efficient throughput.
IV






Toll-free phone :(800) 324-2610
Model R-320
Speed 150 Labels perminute
Operator needed : 2
Tentative Price : US $ 15,195
Features:
- Labels round products up to
6"
in diameter with quick change over
from one size to another.
- Variable speed conveyor system for greater product control.
- Labeling head height adjustment
- Photoelectric Product Sensor for accurate label placement.
- Model L-15 LabelingHead
- C 205 Hot Stamp Imprinter (optional)
- Easy access control panel
V
v_






Toll-free phone :(800) 324-2610
Model : R-310
Speed 10-12 label /minute
Operator Needed: 1
Tentative Price : US$4,195
Features:
-Solid state electronics assuremaximum rehability.
- So compact it fits virtually any tabletop.
- Handles label width up to
5"












Company : ABC Packaging Machinery Corporation
811 LiveOak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model : Pro Forma 230 Case Erector/Sealer
Speed : 35 Cases/Minute
Tentative Price : US $ 60,000
Features:
- High capacity case magazinewith auxiliarymagazine
- Automatic case feedwith independent grippers
- Automatic minor flaps closing
- Continuousmotionmain drive
Rapid-adjust cranks and locking slides for case change




- Electric adhesive pattern timer
- Lowmaintenance design
Automatic air dump valve
Low voltage control circuit transformer
- Adhesive system transformer
- Piab Venturi vacuum system
- Self-lubricating air cylinders








Company : ABC PackagingMachinery Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model : Pro Forma 500 High Speed Case Erector/Bottom Sealer
Speed : 55 Cases/Minute
Tentative Price : US $130,000
Features:
- Continuousmechanical motion drive
- Continuous mechanical rotary compression
- Variable speed drive -11-15 cpm
- Hot melt adhesive system
- Pre-set snap on adhesive pattern cams
- Rapid adjust cranks and locking slides for case size change
- Heavy-duty vacuum system with self-cleaning "blow back feature
NEMA 1 electrical components with 110 volt controls
- Vacuum cup opening on case flaps, for positive minor flaps tucking
- Clear, electrically interlocked access panels
- Rugged steel frame
- Painted with "Steel-if paint
III







Company : ABC Packaging Machinery Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model Pro Forma 1 12 Case Erector/Sealer
Speed 1 5 Cases Minute
Tentative Price US S 30,000 (Tape Sealing)
US S 35,000 (HotMelt Sealing)
Features:
Introducing the Pro Forma 1 12 with its rugged construction and all-
mechanical, continuous motion drive, this affordable machine sets new
standards in performance and reliability for low volume production
line. It's a compact machine that runs a full range ofcases with fast.
easy changeover, andminimummaintenance.
i
Company : Combi America
Model
P.O.Box 9326




Toll-free phone : (800)521-9072
2-EZ Case Erector
Speed 1 2 Cases/Minute
Tentative Price US S 22,750
Features:
Easy set-up
- Patented pusher bar case feed
- Extended casemagazine
- Self-cleaning vacuum system
- PLC controls
Heavy duty welded frame
- Positive action side guides








Speed 16 Cases/ minute; depending on case size
Tentative Price : US $ 12,000
Features:
- Fully automatic or on demand controls
- Eachmachine is Cutom designed tomeet your case size range
- Large case size models available
- Choice of case designs, RSC, FOL, CSSC, orHSC
- Choice of closure types- hot melt, or pressure sensitive tape
- Easy changeover with most adjustments made by hand cranks
requiring no special tools
- Continuous motion side drive
- Easy-to-load, powered casemagazine
- Electrical controls with P.C. Logic
- Simplicity and ease ofmaintenance
- Many options available according to customer needs
VII







Case Erect, Pack & Seal Systems
CE-32A-AT Speed up to 10 CPM
CE-32A Speed up to 10 CPM
CE- 22A-V Speed up to 15 CPM
CE-22A Speed up to 15 CPM
("A"





CE-32A US $ 8,795
CE- 22A-V US $ 6,695
CE-22A US $ 7,695
Features:
Model CE-32A
The operator simply positions the case on the erecting platform and all
bottom flaps fold automatically. Unlike other systems that close only
the minor flaps, the
"Power-Form"
folds all bottom flaps. With all
bottom flaps held securely in place the operator's hands are free for
fast easy products loading and the risk of product loss through
partially folded bottom flaps is virtually eliminated. Once the product
is packed, the operator is simply tucks the top trailing minor flap and
advances the case to the side belt drives ofa ruggedly designed
Do-It-




The operator simply positions the case on the erecting
platform and all
bottom flaps are folded the operator advances the case to the side
belt
drives ofa ruggedly designed
Do-It-All bottom only case sealer.
IX






Speed : 20 Cases/Minute
Tentative Price : US $14,100
Features:
- No Tools Size Change in Seconds
- Easy Load, Open-Frame Tape Head
- A to Z Case Size Capability
- Full Support Service Team
- 30 % to 80 % Cost Savings
- Positive Case Squaring
- Positive Case FeedMagazine




- Case Control from Start to Finish
-Heavy Duty Welded Frame
- Case Style Versatility (RSC, HSC, CSSC, etc)








and bottom seal up
to 20 cases per
minute.
XI
Company : ElliottManufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O.Box 11277




Model Model 9306 Tape or Hot MeltAutomatic Case Erector
Speed 25 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 35,000
Features: Contact the company for more information
XII
Company : General CorrugatedMachinery Co., Inc.
269 CommercialAvenue
Palisades Park, NJ 07650
Phone:(201) 944-0644
Fax:(201)944-7858
Model : THE GALAXY2000
Speed 40 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 26,000






South Canaan, PA 18459
Phone:(717)937-4921
Fax:(717) 937-3229
Toll-free phone :(800) 572-3434
Model Little David Model CF-30T
(Case Former with Pressure Sensitive Bottom Tapers)
Speed : up to 10 cpm; depending on the corrugated quality





- ContinuousMotionMechanical Flight Bar Cases Transport System
- All FourBottom Flaps Folded in the Stationary Position
- Quick Changeover (Calibrated Scales, Rack& Pinion, Slide &Lock)
- Easy Portable with Optional Casters
- CaseUprightingDevice
- 7Gauge Steel Frame
- Solid State Programmable Controller
- Heavy Duty Caselocker




Shown with optional low tape alarm
XV






Model : Model 2000Mini Case Erector/Sealer
Speed 10 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 23,000
Features:
The Mini Case Erector Bottom Sealer sets up and seals up to 10 cases






it runs on 1 10
VAC. Optional casters offer easy mobility. Seals with tap or glue.
XVI
Company : MARQ Packaging Systems
Model HPE Case Erector Bottom Sealre
Speed 20 cpm
Tentative Price : US $ 33,000
Features:
Sets up and seal up to 1200 cases per hour. Microprocessor controlled,
available in standard,medium or large framemodels. New styleHPE
features bundle feed hopper for greater knockdown capacity and easy
loading. Tape or glue sealing.
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Model : ME-1600 Case Erector Bottom Taper/Gluer
Speed n/a
Tentative Price : n/a
Features: Contact the company for more information
XVIII





Model : 201-Case Erector Bottom Sealer, fully automatic
Speed 30 cpm
Tentative Price . US S 45,000
Features:
-Automatic JamDetection
- Pressurized Hot Melt System (Optional Pressure Sensitive Tape)
- Quick changeover
- Multiple Case size Capability
- Double- 40 Pre-Stretched Chain
XIX
Company : Schroeder
Division ofNiagara Scientific, Inc.
6743 Kinne Street
East Syracuse, NY 13057
Phone:(315)437-1200
Fax:(315)437-0242
Model : FORMNUMATIC 6000 and 6800
Speed : Model 6000 ; 12 cpm
Model 6800; 15 cpm
Tentative Price : Model 6000 ; US $ 19,995 + S5000 for stainless steel
construction
Model 6800; US S 40,000
Features:
The Formnumatic 6000 Case Erector/Bottom Sealer is an affordable
solution to your case forming needs. Because it functions in
"parallel"
operation, the 6000 provides smooth, reliable service with little




cases are pushed through flap folding and
tape sealing. This simple approach delivers up to 12 cases perminute.
The Formnumatic 6800 Case Erector/Bottom Sealer is a space saving
means ofcase forming. Although it has a small footprint, the 6800 does
not compromise speed or performance. Cases are pulled and formed
the Easy
Load
magazine and positioned for fully active flap folding.
The fully active flap folding process ensures the case are folded
quickly and reliably before tape sealing occurs. The case are discharged
from the high speed tape head and rotated 90 degrees, orienting them







Formnumatic 6800 Compact - 15 CPM
XXI
Company : Stone Container Corporation Packaging Systems
1881 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841 16
Phone:(801) 595-6800
Fax:(801)363-7830
Toll-free phone: (800) 453-5685
Model : 1515/1516 Hot Melt Case Erector Bottom Sealer,
Fully-Automatic
1517 Pressure Sensitive
Speed 1515/1516 up to 35 cpm
1517 up to 16 cpm
Tentative Price : 1515/1516 US $ 45,000
1517 US$36,000
Features:
Large capacitymagazine (up to 150 cases) - eliminate full-
time operator requirement. Large capacities availablewith optional
magazine extensions.
- Venturi system eliminates downtime associatedwith vacuum
pumps.
- 6- Foot right angle automatic case magazine (manual for 1516)
-
automatically indexes case stacks into position.
- Unique case selection system enables machine to handle
warped board, corrugated variations.
- Opposing vacuum cups in erecting station - allowmachine to
slowly separate cases as they are being erected, effectively breaking
score lines and over-gluedmanufacturer's joints.
- Handwheel cranks allow fast and easy changeover without
tools.
- Vacuum transducers instead ofvacuum pumps - reduce down
time due to corrugated dust clogging vanes ofvacuum pumps.



















5320 140th Avenue North
Clearwater, Florida 33760 USA
Phone:(813)535-4100
Model : SERIES 2000 Automatic Case Packer
Speed 12 Cases or Tray perminute
Tentative Price $125,000-130,000 US
Feature
- Compact, fully-automatic, 2-station design with updated technology
throughout.
- PLC -controlledwith data highway capabilities.
- Heavy duty construction and durable components to handle
continuous, multi-shift operation.
- Adaptable to handle trays, preglued (RSC) end load cases and
wraparound cases.
- Various infeed systems for installation versatility.






5320 140th Avenue North
Clearwater, Florida 33760 USA
Phone:(813)535-4100
Model : SERIES 3000 Automatic Case Packer
Speed 20 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price : $125,000-130,000 US
Feature :
- Small footprintmachine specifically designed for applications in the
food, dairy, pharmaceutical and beverage industries.
- Welded stanless steel construction with washdown components
standard.
- PLC-controlledwith touch screen operation andmodem
communication.
- Custom designed infeed systems for your specific requirements.
Quick, toll-less changeoverswithminimal change parts required for
most pack pattern variations.







5320 140th Avenue North
Clearwater, Florida 33760 USA
Phone:(813)535-4100
Model : SERJES 4000 Automatic Case Packer
Speed 20 Cases or Tray perminute
Tentative Price . $160,000 US
Feature
- Fully-Automatic, 4- Station DesignwithUpdated Technology
Throughout.
- PLC-ControlledwithDataHighway Capabilities.
- Heavy Duty Construction and Durable Components to Handle
Continuous,Multi-Shift Operation.
- Adaptable toHandle Trays, Preglued (RSC) End - Load Cases and
Wraparound Cases.
- Various Infeed Systems for Installation Versatility.







5320 140th Avenue North
Clearwater, Florida 33760 USA
Phone:(813)535-4100
Model : SERJES 9000 Rotary Case Packer
Speed Up to 100 Cases or Tray perminute
Tentative Price $250,000 US
Feature
- Stainless Steel Construction
- ContinuousMotion Principle ofOperation
- Each Packer CustomDesigned
- GrippingHeads may beMechanical or Pneumatic
- Simple to Operate and Service
- Handles Wide Range ofBottles, Cases and Pack Patterns





Company : Brenton Engineering




Model Series 100 High Speed ContinuousMotion (CM)
Tray and Case Packer
Speed 25-100 Cases per Minute
Tentative Price : $600,000 US
(The budgetary figures is based on a single layer of cans in a cases. If
multiple layers are required
,
additional equipment and cost are
needed )
Features
Accumulating and loading systemwill accommodate:
- Cans, jars, bottles(glass or plastic).
Tapered rigid plastic or paperboard containers.
- Folding cartons-Single or multiple tier.
IX
ENGINEERING COMPANY Series 100
Product Innovation Sheet High Speed Continuous Motion (CM)
Tray & Case Packer
25 to 100 Trays or Cases / Minute
Automatic KD Case,Wrap-Around and Tray Packer. The high speed
ContinuousMotion Case and Tray Packaging System is capable of achieving
speeds up to 100 cases or trays perminute.
Company : Brenton Engineering




Model : Series 32 Intermittent Motion Automatic
Wrap-around Tray and Case Packer
Speed : Up to 30 Cases perMinute
Tentative Price : $275, 000 US
(The budgetary figures is based on a single layer ofcans in a cases. If
multiple layers are required
,
additional equipment and cost are needed.
Features
* Case is squared prior to sealing
*
Designed forminimal operator attention.
*
Machine sized for product.
* Change from full wrap-around case to trays in minutes.
* Accumulation and load system that will accommodate:
- Folding cartons, tapered cups or tubs, plastic bottles,
pouches,
cans- F style or round and more..
* Quick change-over features.
* Stainless steel design available.
*





Wrap-Around Tray and Case Packer
The intermittentMotion Tray and Case Packer is an
all mechanical system that wraps a pre-scored and slotted
corrugated blank around an accumulated pattern of product
for a tight fitting enclosure. The flaps are securely sealed
with hotmelt adhesive.
XII
Company : Brenton Engineering
4750 County Road 13 NE
Alexandria,MN 56308
Phone : (320) 825-7705
Fax (320) 825-7621
Model :Series 35 Sevo Controlled (Automatic Case Packer)
Speed Up to 35 Cases perMinute
No.ofOperator needed: 1
Tentative Price : $325,000 US
(The budgetary figures is based on a single layer ofcans in a cases. If
multiple layers are required
,
additional equipment and cost are
needed
Features :
* Electronic cams allowvariable timing.




is not effected by mechanical limitations such as
pressure angle or undercutting ofmechanical cams. Loads are also
isolated from each other to insure smoother operation.
* Eachmachine function is protected by it's own electronic torque
limiterwith automatic reset.
* No chain exceptmain flight chain andmagazine advance chain.





For Speeds up to 35 Cases per Minute
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Model : DP 4- 1Automatic Drop Packer
Speed Up to 25 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price : US S 65,000-80,000
Feature
Need no operator
- Handles glass, plastic, metal, or composit
- Round or non-round
- Inline, right-angle, or counterflow configuration
Laser cut, stainless steel, adjustable lane guides
- PLC control
- Air coushioned case elevator
Built-in lane divider is available
- Case size rang 8"L x 8"W x3"H to 22"L x 15"W x 16"H








Company : Combi America
P.O.Box 9326




Model : DPIDrop Packer
Speed 25 cases per minute single pack, 40 cases perminute dual pack
Tentative Price : $40,000 US
Feature
- Heavy duty welded tubular framwor
- Inexpensive change parts
- Quick changeover
- Heavy duty case lift
- Single point case adjustment
- PLC Control
- Case styles; RSC/HSC, Trays, Bliss Boxes, Reshippers with
partitions
- Products; cans, jars, jugs, round and non-round
-Pack Pattern ; 1x2 to 8x9














... low cost, high speed.
The Drop Packer has been a proven method of case
packing since the
earl)' 60's. With almost two decades of
experience we have designed our new model DPI; a
compact packer incorporating simple rugged design with a
heavy duty case lift and a cost effective packing head. The
DPI is versatile enough to pack an extremely wide range of
containers into virtually any case.
The DPI features adjustable lane guides and one point
crank case guide adjustments. Most size changes can be
accomplished in ten minutes. The grid system can pack
bottles as small as 2 oz.. in pack
patterns of 8 x 9 to as large as 24









Model : Compacker II ABF-
Speed up to 15 cases per minute
Tentative Price : US $ 130,000
Features:
- Fully automatic operation
- Accumulates and bottom loads product in a variety ofpackpattems
- Accepts products in an assortment of shapes
and sizes
- Easy changeover with most adjustments made by hand cranks
requiring no special tools
Easy-to-load large capacity casemagazine









Model RAP UP SERIES 90 (WrapAround Case Seating)
Speed Up to 20 cases per minute
Tentative Price US S 140,000
Features:
Series 90-1 .2 Semi-Automatic: Series 90-3 Full Automatic
Accumulates and bottom loads product in a variety ofpackpatterns
Accepts products in an assortment of shapes and sizes
Easy changeover with most adjustments made by hand cranks
requiring no special tools
- Easy-to-load large capacity case magazine
XIX





Fax . (864) 288-5390
Model : 825 Series Case Packers (The Soft Touch)
Speed Up to 35 case per minute
Tentative Price $ 95,000
Features:
- Handle each container gently at drop packer speeds.
- Unique case indexer combinedwith optional flap opening and control
system for correct case positioning.
Easy to operate and cost effective to maintain.
- Optional air transfer system for accurate loading ofdifficult shapes.
XX





Fax : (864) 288-5390
Model : 2800 "S"Series Case Packers
Speed Up to 35-40 case per minute
Tentative Price : $ 140,000
Features:
- Handle cans, glass ofplastic, round or
non-
round, in plastic or




- Ramps Automatically to line speed requirements
- Changeover ofall critical movements is achieved automatically.
- Extensive diagnostics ofmachine performance
- Optional high speed laner for single to multi- lane dividing.
- Machine/Telephone link for direct factory assistance
Tough-Screen operator interface
Controller: Elevatormovement controlled for automatic speed, acceleration,
deceleration, and depth ofpenetration.
XXI
Company : Sabel Engineering Corporation
P.O.Box 1223
20366 East 8th Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
Phone: ( 707) 938-4771
Fax: (707) 938-4772
Model : Carousel Caser
Speed Up to 25 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price $325,000 US
Feature
- Patented bottom loading
- High-Speed rotary operation
- Uses standard top open style cases
- Stainless steel construction
- Choice ofprogrammable controller
- Large capacity casesmagazine
- Precisionballbearing slidingmembers
- Optional automatic pad insertion
- Adjustable or non- adjustable models available







Company : Sabel Engineering Corporation
P.O.Box 1223
20366 East 8th Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
Phone: ( 707) 938-4771
Fax: (707) 938-4772
Model : In-Line Bottom Loading Case Packer
Speed Up to 20 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price : $225,000 US
Feature :
- Patented bottom loading
- Efficient in-line operation
- Uses standard top open RSC style cases
- Stainless steel construction
- Choice ofprogrammable controllers
Easy loading low level large capacity casemagazine
- Precisionballbearing sUdingmembers
- Optional automatic pad insertion
Hotmelt searing or tape sealing
- Easy case size changeover with screw or motorized adjustments







Company : Sabel Engineering Corporation
P.O.Box 1223
20366 East 8th Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
Phone: ( 707) 938-4771
Fax: (707) 938-4772
Model : End LoadingCase Packer
Speed Up to 20 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price : $ 1 80,000 US
Feature :
- Efficient in-line operation
- Stainless steel construction
Choice ofprogrammable controllers
- Large capacity' casemagazine
- Precisionball bearing slidingmembers
- Optional automatic pad insertion
- Hotmelt sealing or tape sealing







Company : Sabel Engineering Corporation
P.O.Box 1223
20366 East 8th Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
Phone: ( 707) 938-4771
Fax: (707) 938-4772
Model : Bottom Loading Case Packer
Speed Up to 17 Cases or Tray perminute
Tentative Price : $ 150,000- 1 65,000 US
Feature :
- Stainless steel construction
Extremely compact
- Large capacity casemagazine-easy to load
- Precisionball bearing slidingmembers
- Optional automatic pad insertion
- Choice ofpressure sensitive tape or hotmelt glue
Choice ofprogrammable controller













Model 2500 Series Case Packer
Speed Up to 12 Cases or Tray per minute
Tentative Price $65,000 USModel 2500 non-adjustable, fully
automatic case packer
$8,000 US For the glue system
$5,000 US For stainless steel construction
$3,950 US ForNEMA-4 Washdown panels and device
Feature :
- Most economical
- Ruggedwelded tubular frame construction
- PLC Control
- Compack footprint
- Hotmelt or cold glue
- ClearPolycarbonate Safety Guarding
- Standard stock components
- Mainteance Friendly; designwith easy access to critical component
- One year limitedwarranty















Model : Wrap-around Case Packer
Speed Up to 20 Cases perMinute
No.ofOperator needed: 1
Tentative Price : US $ 150,000
Basic Operation:
The SchneiderWrap-around Case Packer is qperate^byamotor-driven,
intermittentmotion indexing unit, air cylinders, and vacuum system to select
and form the case blank. Flat, wrap-around case blanks are manually stacked
into a horizontalmagazine. TheWrap-around caser automatically selects one
case blank at a time, and opens and forms it into a J-shaped case.
Concurrently, product is delivered to a infeed conveyor system where it is
collated in the proper pack pattern and automatically loaded into the formed
case. The J-shaped case cycles forward and is folded around the product and









Model : Horizontal Case Packer
Speed tTp to 20 Cases perMinute or more
depend on pack pattern
Tentative Price : US S 130,000
Basic Operation:
The Schneider Horizontal Case Packer is operated by amotor-driven,
intermittent motion indexing unit, air cylinders, and vacuum system to open
and form the case blank. Flat, knocked-down case blanks are manually stacked
into a horizontal magazine. The HCP automatically selects one case blank at a
time, and opens and forms it. Concurrently, product is delivered to a infeed
conveyor system where it is collated in the proper pack pattern and
automatically loaded into the case. The loaded case cycles forward and is
folded around the product and tightly sealed Fully loaded and sealed cases are








Model : Vertical case packer
Speed Up to 20 Cases perMinute or more depend on pack pattern
Tentative Price : US $ 180,000
Basic Operation:
The Schneider Vertical Case Packer is operated by amotor-driven, intermittent
motion indexing unit, air cylinders, and vacuum system to open and form
the case blank. Flat, knocked-down case blanks aremanually stacked into a
horizontal magazine. The VCP automatically selects one case blank at a time,
and opens and forms it. Concurrently, product is delivered to a infeed
conveyor system where it is collated in the proper pack pattern and
automatically top or bottom loaded into the case. The top or bottom loaded
case cycles forward and is folded around the product and tightly sealed. Fully
loaded and sealed cases are delivered to the customer's take-away conveyor.
XXXIV






Model : Modell587/1588 Automatic Case Packer
Speed Up to 25 Cases or Tray perminute
Tentative Price $185,000 US
Feature
-Positive case control handles corrugated variations, resulting in
less waste and downtime.
- Opposing vacuum cups open over-gluedmanufacturer's joints
for consistant productivity.
- Unique case selection system ensures quality acceptable
containers.
- Innovative design - calibrated adjustments for quick size
change.
- Easy access for periodicmaintenance.
- Venturi system eliminates downtime associated with vacuum
pumps.
- Wide selection ofproduct accumulation and loading systems











Company : A-B-C PackagingMachine Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax. (813)938-1239
Toll-free phone (800) 23 7-5975
Model MINI PRO 46A
( Compact Automatic Top & Bottom Case Sealer)
Speed Up to 25 case per minute







- Rugged Stainless steel frame
- Fullmachine guarding
- Chain-driven flight lug case drive
- Automaticminor flap folding
- Case-squaring cast aluminum flap folders




COMPACT AUTOMATIC TOP &
BOTTOM CASE SEALER
n
Company : A-B-C PackagingMachine Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax : (813) 938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model : SUPERPRO 30 (Automatic TOP & Bottom Case Sealer)
Speed Up to 30 case perminute
Tentative Price : US $ 35,000
Features:
- No operator required
- Attractive and functional design
Features for square cases;
Flight lugs square each case during transfer and contoured flap
folders close the flaps with no overlap.
Motor-driven, spring-loaded compression selection.
The top compression belt is packed by spring-loaded rollers to
accommodate case heightvariation.
- Easy changeover; a pre-set controls the adhesive pattern. For
changeover, simply snap on a new cam.
Lowmaintenance; themain drive gear assembly is enclosed in a
lubricating oilbath to eliminate gearwear.
Ill
Super Pro 30
Company : A-B-C PackagingMachine Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model : TOP PRO 36 (Automatic HotMelt Top Case Sealer)
Speed Up to 1 5 case perminute
Tentative Price : US$30,000
Features:
- Heavy stainless steel frame
- Automatic indexer for proper case feed
- Automatic inner flap closing
- High traction belt for case transfer
- Cast aluminum outer flap folders
- Motorized top and bottom compression
- Gull wing style high visibility doors
- Crank-adjust case changeover
- Maintenance-free sealedbearings
- Self-lubricated air cylinders
- Automatic water eliminator
- Low voltage control circuit transformer
- Convenient power on-off button
V
Skip gap adhesive applicator
protects case contents
. Your choice of adhesKe systems
VI
Company : A-B-C PackagingMachine Corporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model EASYPACK 37 (Case Sealerwith packing table)
Speed Up to 15 case per minute
Tentative Price : US S 20,000-30,000
Features :
Ifyou are using more than one person to open, pack and seal your
cases, changes are the Easypack will reduce your packaging costs bymaking
your line more efficient. The Eas\-pack offers a cost-effective alternative for
low tomedium volume packagers who do not have the budget or sufficient line
speed to justify automatic case packing equipment It is a simple, flexible
machine that provides utmost economy and reliable.
Three steps to efficient case packing;
1) The operator opens a knock-down case and pushes it against the
case erecting
"horn"
This action folds the bottom inner flaps. The outer flaps
remain vertical, stabilizing the case for easy packing.
2) The operator both hand free to pack the case.
3) The operator simply pushes the packed case into the infeed of the
sealer. While the sealer is automatically sealing the case, the operator is




Company : Combi America
P.O.Box9326





Model TBS 100 Side Belts Drive Pressure Sensitive Tapers
Speed 25 cpm
Tentative Price : $10,250 US
Features:
TBS 100Model Top and Bottom Pressure Sensitive tapemachines are




production environments. The TBS 100 uses a simple but rugged side
belt drive systemwith oversizedmotors and sealed flange bearings for
extended life. Framework is awelded tubular steel fabrication. Size changes are
performed with crank adjustments. Available options include stainless steel
construction andNEMA 4x washdown electrical.
3-MAccugIideIT
tape heads
Company : Combi America
P.O.Box9326





Model TBS 300Heavy Duty Lug Drive Pressure Sensitive Tapers
Speed 25 cpm
Tentative Price : $ 1 5,500 US
Features:
The TBS 300 is a heavy-duty, fully automatic top and bottom pressure
sensitive sealer. Built for the toughest production demands, the rugged lug
chain drive and case control system assures a uniform square sealed case every
cycle. Crank adjustment quickly sets up cases throughout the size range with
minimal effort On-demand cycling starts sealer only when a case is present,
saving energy and extendingmachine life.
Company : Combi America
P.O.Box 9326





Model BFA Bottom flaps assist
Speed 8-10 cpm
Tentative Price : US S 8,500
Features:
The ergonomic CombiModel BFA Flap Assist andModel TBS 100 Taper
form an excellent work station that boost efficiencies while reducing the threat
ofrepetitive motion injuries.
Manufactured with all tubularwelded framework, extra heavy duty
components, vee-guide backed drive belts and 3-MAccuglide Tape Heads.
This modestly priced unit offers a reliable alternative to total automation.
Mode ofOperation
Operator simply opens knockdown RSC by hand, insert over center rail,
folding the minor flaps. This activates major flap folders which both fold the









Model : Compacker II (Top & Bottom Case Sealer)
Speed : up to 30 cases per minute
Tentative Price : US $ 27,720 (HotMelt)
19,500 ( Pressure Sensitive)
Features:
Top only or top and bottom flap sealing
Automatic top minor flap folding
Continuous motion side drive belts
- Available for large case sizes
Easy changeover with most adjustments made by hand cranks
requiring no special tools








Model . "Do-It-AlP Series
RM-32-FCA : US S 9,995
RM-12FCA : USS 5,995
RM-32A : US$4,795
RM 22A : US S 3,895
("A"
in themodel indicates "SelfCentering
Belts"
feature.)
Speed FCA: 20-40 units/mins
A : 10-16 umts/min
Features:
Model 32-FCA:
The Durable PackagingModel RM 32-FCA is a fully automatic
uniform case sealer that can seal up to 2400 units per
hour-
top and















include compressionwheels, 1 or 3 inch undersized case capabilities.
The unit can also be specified with a Self-Centering Belts option.
Model 12-FCA





s low cost flap closingmodule.
Placed in front ofmostmanual case sealer brands, the RM-12-FC
delivers fully automatic top and bottom sealing at a fraction ofthe cost
ofa new unit A dual power drive belt assembly assures positive case
transport to your sealer.
XIV
Model RM-32A
The operator closes top and bottom case flaps and advances the case
to the powered side belt drives for positive transport past top and
bottom tap heads. The
" build-on"
modular design allows for easy
conversion for future growth to a fully automatic, no operator required
sealer.
Model RM-22A
The operator closes the bottom case flaps and advances the case to the
powered side belt drives for positive transport past the bottom tape
head The
"build-on"
modular design allows for easy conversion for
future growth to a top and bottom and/ or fully automatic sealer.
XV
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Company : ElliottManufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O.Box 11277




Model : 93 SFTL Case Taper or Hot Melt Sealer
Speed up to 15 cpm










Model . CTS-30 Case Top Sealer
Speed Up to 30 case per minute
Tentative Price : US S 28,000
Features:
- Unique rear flap closing device.
- Changeover in less than 5 minutes.
- Designed tominimize glue usage.
- Rugged open construction frame.












South Canaan, PA 18459
Phone:(717) 937-4921
Fax:(717)937-3229
Toll-free phone :(800) 572-3434
Model : LittleDavid (Model LD-7)
( Uniform Pressure Sensitive Case Taper)
Speed . Up to 60 case perminute
Tentative Price : US $ 3,880
Features:
- Compact design
- Singlemast design for safety and bottom tape cartridge accessibility
- Instantly removable and interchangeable top and bottom tape
cartridges.





heavy dutymast with flat constant tension spring and metal
roller bearings in the counter balanced upper head provides
quick and easy height changes
Bottom belt drive formaximum simplicity, safety and performance
- Tape tension can be easily adjusted
- Patented finger plate design provides full tab to oncoming cases
- Specifically designed knife guards formaximum safety






















South Canaan, PA 1 8459
Phone:(717) 937-4921
Fax:(717)937-3229
Toll-free phone :(800) 572-3434
Model :Little David (Model LD-16A); Fully
Automatic Uniform Pressure Sensitive Taper
Speed : Up to 60 case perminute
Tentative Price : US S 16,215
Features:
- Bottom belt drive formaximum simplicity
- Permanently lubricated bearings and pneumatic system
- Self-centering, and self-tensioning drive belts
- Heavy Duty CaseLocker
ST tape cartridgewith easy side threading
top cartridge
- Tip up Feature for top head to allow for rethreading of tape without
removing top cartridge
- Instantly removable and interchangeable top and bottom heavy-duty
tape cartridges (no toll necessary)
- Patented finger plate design ensures positive tape feed
- Selfcentering side rails for easy adjustment for different box sizes
- Top squeezers ensure proper top flap alignment
- Specifically designed knife guards formaximum safety
- Pre-drilled holes for easy mounting ofLittle David Jet Printer heads
- High quality heavy steel structure
- Modular construction permits quick replacement ofparts
- Simply installation-The LD-16A is shipped completely assembled
- Made in USA
,
U.L. Listed




Provides total automation forhigh volume case sealing applications.
tThe fully automatic LD-16A features a built-in index
ing gale and an infeed control which permit only one
box at a time to enter themachine.
rMaximumsafety isachievedthrough electrically
inter-
lacked safety gates which automatically
shut off the
machine and evacuate airwhen opened. Its
round-
the-clock performance is unbeatable.
iDowntime is reduced with instantly removable and
interchangeable top and bottom tape cartridges.
iThe LD-16A features heavy duty tape cartridges







Model : MTS-1300 Top Sealer
Speed up to 30 cpm
Tentative Price : US S 30,000
Features:
TheModel MTS-1300 provides a level ofconfidence thatmake your
production scheduling truly realistic, because... it incorporates all the
features that really count Features like fast change-over, consistently
high output, automatic safety control system to protect both operator
and equipment, and an up front control panel with simplified color
coded switches for fast, positive control of all operationals.
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Company : Stone Container Corporation
1881 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841 16
Phone: (801) 595-6800
Fax:(801)363-7830
Toll-free phone: (800) 453-5685
Model 1130 Automatic Case Top Sealer
Speed RSC Up to 50 Cases/minute
FOL : Up to 30 Cases/minute
Tentative Price : US S 20,000-30,000
Features:
- NonflightBarDesign uses a traction bottom belt to carry case
throughmachine.
- Pneumatic TuckingArm.
- Crank Adjustment Top and Bottom Side Case Guides.
- Jam Safety Switch.
- Machine options include: automatic case Spacing, air blast flap lifter,
and a four-nozzle hot-melt gun with two-orifice nozzle.
Operation
Cases enter the Sealerwith a minimum of
12"
between each case. Upon
entering, cases are centered by the upper and lower case guides.Major
and minor flaps are sequentially glued and folded according to box style
and the case is moved through the compression section and sealed.
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Company : Stone Container Corporation
1881 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841 16
Phone:(801) 595-6800
Fax:(801)363-7830
Toll-free phone: (800) 453-5685
Model : 1052 and 1054 HotMelt Case Sealer
(Automatic and Semi-Automatic)
Speed 1052 : Up to 20-50 Cases/minute (Depending upon case length
and flight bar speed)
1054 : Operator paced
Tentative Price : US $ 32,000-37,000
Features:
- Fully automatic, or semi-automatic case sealingwith hotmelt
adhesive systems.
- Electrically interlocked solargray lexan sliding panels formaximum
safety.
- Electrically interlockedjam detectionmechanism to prevent product
damage.
- Removable flight bars for easyjam clearance.
- Cantilevered design structure for easy access.
Operation
Cases are presented to the machine via customer supplied conveyor. A
short driven infeed belt conveyors the case to a vertical infeed timing
gate (1052). The case is packed up by flight bars. As the case
progresses through themachine, the bottommajor flaps are plowed
open to clear the low profile glue applicator. Hotmelt adhesive is
applied to the top minor and bottom major flaps, the top and bottom
major flaps are plowed closed and the casemoves through the
compression section and is sealed.
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Company : Stone Container Corporation
1881 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841 16
Phone:(801) 595-6800
Fax:(801)363-7830
Toll-free phone: (800) 453-5685
Model 1023 Automatic Case Sealer
Speed 30 Cases/minute,Depending upon case size
Tentative Price : US $ 20,000
Features:
- Fully-automatic. Required no Operator. Machine paces line.
- Handwheel cranks allow fast and easy changeover. No tools required.
- Cantilevered headmounting for easy access.
Operation
Cases are presented to the machine via customer supplied conveyor. The
cases must have the bottom flaps closedwith the topmajor flaps in a vertical
position. The minor flaps must also be in a vertical position or slightly tucked
inside themajor flaps. As the side belts move the cases through themachine,
the top minor flaps are tucked and the lowermajor flaps are opened to clear
the low-profile glue applicator(1023), where hotmelt adhesive is applied to
the top minor and bottom major flaps. The top and bottommajor flaps then











Company : A-B-C PackagingMachineryCorporation
811 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4199
Phone:(813)937-5144
Fax:(813)938-1239
Toll-free phone : (800) 237-5975
Model
72 - Semi-Automatic: 2Layer/min : US $ 32,000
72A - Automatic : 100 cpm : US S 88,000
72AG-Automatic : 180 cpm: US $ 88,000
72AML-Automatic-Multi-Line : 180 cpm : US S 130,000
Feature :
All Model
-Clean and open designs offer full access and high visibility
- Handle a variety ofpackage types and sizes
- Modular components allow flexibility in line layout
- Counterweighted elevator extends motor life
- Tapered stripper ensures smooth layer transfer
Model 72A, 72AG, 72AML
- Touch screen control interface for user friendly operation
- Stack light identifies operatingmachine status
- Automatic layer centering
- Pre-programmed settings forminimum product changeover
time
- Variable frequency drive provides gentie vertical motion
- Optional items for complex pattern forming
Model 72AML
- Multiple line capability utilizing a shuttle car system
- Small footprint-palletizes simultaneously with one main
frame and dispenser
-Requires some line accumulation, consult factory for specifics
tow Level Case Palletizers
Model 72 Series









Tentative Price US S 67,550
Feature
Maximum Case Size (LxWxD)
Maximum Load (including pallet)












Tentative Price : US S 85,800
Feature
Maximum Case Size (LxWxD)
Maximum Load (including pallet) :
MaximumWeigh PerLayers (lbs)
















Tentative Price : US $ 116,480
Feature
Maximum Case Size (LxWxD) :













Tentative Price : US S 1 13,3 10
Feature
Maximum Case Size (LxWxD)



























Speed up to 20 cpm
Tentative Price : $81,500
Description :
The Currie LSP-6E is a fully automatic, solid state controlled unit
designed to palletize cases at a rate ofup to 20 cases perminute,
depending upon case size and pallet pattern. The LSP-6E features a
state-of-the -art control panel for simplicity ofoperation. The control
include on/offpattern reset and machine clear buttons alongwith
pattern and layer height selector switches.
Standard Features :
-Positive self-tracking infeed conveyormeteringbelts.
- Vertical elevator to accommodate production line infeed elevation.
-Reciprocating style case ramwith low profile design.
-Solid steel stripper plate with rack and pinion operation.
- Automatic pallet dispenserwith a delivery system that squares
"single"
pallets before entering the palletizer.
- Powered roller elevator bedwith roll-to-roll drives, suspended by #80
roller chain onall comers.
-Photo-electric controlled empty pallet positioning system, without
the use ofphysical guides.
-Convenientmaintenance, with easy access to bearings, and spring-
loaded take ups.
-No electrical break systems.
VII
Company : CurieMachinery Company
P.O.Box 192
1150 WalshAvenue




Speed up to 20 cpm
Tentative Price . $67,400
Description :
The Currie LSP-6A is a fully automatic, solid state controlled
unit designed to palletize cases at a rate ofup to 30 cases perminute,
depending upon case size and pallet pattern. The LSP-6E features a
state-of-the -art control panel for simplicity ofoperation. The control
include on/offpattern reset andmachine clear buttons alongwith
pattern and layer height selector switches.
Standard Features :
-Positive self-tracking infeed conveyormetering belts.
-Solid steel stripper plate with rack and pinion operation.
- Automatic pallet dispenserwith a delivery system that squares
"single"
pallets before entering the palletizer.
- Powered roller elevator bed with roll-to-roll drives, suspended by #80
roller chain on all comers.
-Photo-electric controlled empty pallet positioning system, without
the use ofphysical guides.
-Convenientmaintenance, with easy access to bearings, and
spring-
loaded take ups.
-No electrical break systems.
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Model : LSP-8 Palletizer
Speed up to 40 cpm
Tentative Price : $85,000
Description :
The Model LSP-8 Fully Automatic Palletizer is built in the 70
year tradition ofCurrieMachinery Company; a leader in thematerial
handling industries. The simplicity ofdesign and rugged construction
creates a remarkable maintenance free machine. The versatility ofthis
palletizer is unsurpassed from the delicated line approach to vast
multi-line accumulation systems.
Standard Features
-Positive self-tracking infeed conveyormeteringbelts.
-Flip-up style case ram with an extended ram tube for pattern
flexibility
- Independentiy - Powered case turning and staging section, (roll-to-roll
drive)
-Bi-
parting ( Split) stripper plate with rack and pinion operation.
- Automatic compacting ofproduct layers.
- Automatic pallet dispenser with a delivery system that squares
" single"
pallets before entering the palletizer.
- Powered roller elevator bedwith roll-to-roll drives, suspended by #
80 roller chain on all corners.
- Photo-electric controlled empty pallet positioning system, without
the use ofphysical guides.
IX








Speed 6 Units per minute or 4 cycles/minute




Palletizer is a floor level,multi-axis,
PLC controlled electrically powered unit handlingmachine with the
axes powered by positioningmotors. Motion along the axes occurs
simultaneously, perrmtting amaximum palletizing rate of six cycles
per minute. Palletizing rate, ( units perminute), is dependent upon the
case pattern. Some patterns can be formed by handling two or more
cases at a time, thereby increasing the palletizing case rate.
The
"ROBOT"
has been developed to accommodate low speed
packaging lines at amodest cost and is ofthe same heavy-duty, high
quality construction as other CurrieMachinery Company products.
Features
-PLC Solid State Controls
- Three (3)Axes, using positioningmotors
- Venturi VacuumHead Pick-up
- 90Degree ProductRotatingMechanism
- Powered infeed Conveyor
- PalletPositioningDevice
X
OTHER CURRIE PRODUCTS FOR LABOR SAVINGS
IN YOUR MATERIAL HANDLING PROBLEMS
Case Palletizer Model HSP-6 Slip Sheet Dispenser Model PF-7
Case Elevator Model CE-3 Case Palletizer Model LSP-8
XI
Company : Pasco





Model Series 6650 ( Low Level Case Palletizer)
Speed : up to 3-4 Layers perminute
Tentative Price : US S 160,000
Features:
Built to the customer's specifications using the controls and
components ofyour choices: AllenBradley, G.E., Reliance and
Photoswitch, etc. This electric-pneumatic Series 6650 has the capacity
to handle several different case sizes and patterns as well as multiple
pallet sizes/slipsheets between layers/slipsheets without a pallet This
particularmachine has two tandem rack and pinion wipers for
maximum speed and efficiency, complete with timer/spacerbelt
XII
Company : Pasco





Model : Series 4400 ( High speed Pail /Case Palletizer)
Speed up to 3-4 Layers perminute
Tentative Price : US $ 125,000 -150,000
Features:
Built to the customer's specifications using the controls and
components ofyour choices: AllenBradley, G.E., Reliance and
Photoswitch, etc. This electric-pneumatic Series 4400 has the capacity
to handle 2.5 to 7 gallon pails, 8 to 33 gallon kegs and 30 to 60 gallon
drums and canbemanufactured to handle different container
combinations, i.e. drurn/pail/case, pati/case, etc. withmultiple sized
pallets through the same machine.
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Company : Schneider
Model Robot Palletizer Cell using Fanuc Robot
Speed n/a
Tentative Price : US S 165,000
Description :
Four-axis,modular construction, electric servo-driven robot
with an integratedmechanical and control unit designed for a variety of
manufacturing, palletizing and system processes. The FANUC M-410i
series ofrobots is engineered for precision, high-speed operation,
user-
friendly setup and maximum reliability supported by our extensive
service and parts network.
Features:
- 4 axes ofmotion
- 3 standardmodels
- 60 kg (132 lbs) to 155 kg (341 lbs) load capacity
- + 0.5 mm f+ 0.020") repeatability
- Axes speed up to 300 degree per second






Company : WhallonMachinery Corporated
P.O.Box 429
205 N Chicago Street
Royal Center, In 46978-0429
Phone. (219)643-9561
Fax:(219)643-9218
Model : Standard Semi-Automatic and Standard Automatic
Can Palletizer/Depalletizer
Speed 2-5 Layers/minute
Tentative Price : $55,000-60,000 for semi-automatic model
S 70,000-75,000 for automatic model
Features : Contact the company for more information.
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